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Make .contacts- network!
Learn about employers, internships and career opportunities.
Graduating students- dress professionally and bring your resume!

October 18} 9a.m. -3p.m.
SUBJordan Ballroom
.Register to Win Prizes!
$100 BSU Bookstore Certificates
35mm Camera
CD Boombox
Walkman
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Over 100 rebresentatives will be there:
HealthCare Facilitites
. GovernmentAgencies
Various Local and National Businesses

For a complete listing of representatives look at
the Web:career.boisestate.edu/carfair.htm

Sponsored by the BSUCareer Center

Produced by BRAVO EnterlailrnenWi 8M Presenls.
Gel rm sIKM info at www.bravobsp.com
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Renters and landlords have a special
relationship ... page 16

Guest Opinion
Victor's history shrouds Columbus Day truth ... page 26
Brook Smith, ASBSU political lobbyist on voting ... page 11
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On Campus

Anthony Hopkins treats Boise to a little humility ... page so

Maybe a real "dead week" before finals ... page 5

Gore and Bush on the boob tube: a review ... page S5

Student government
On a pay raise: 'We haven't proven that we've earned it yet,"..:page 5

Homecoming brings past and present together ... page SI

The Nation
BAC for DUI declines by Congressional mandate ... page 8

The Gem State
Idaho faculty salaries hang dangerously low ... page 40
Horrorscopes ... page S7

The Club Hop
IDS Institute reports 'Spectacular' turnout ... page 40

Classifieds ... page S8-S9

Health
Begin your preparation for the flu season ... page

Dilbert.. .page 39
10

Crossword ... page 39

Economy
Student investment yields cash for college ... page

, The Weather: "It won't be long'fore election
time," From Democrat Man by John Lee Hooker

'10

Science and Technology
Ask Nic Machiavelli ... page9

Fourth quarter comes up short, Broncos fallat.Washington

State: .. page 13

Meet midfielder Abigail Roche ... page 140

# 13 Long Beach State defeats Boise State in voHeyball. .. page 15

On page 22 of .the October-s, 2000 pnnt edition of The Arbzter, the bylme 0
Jerel Thomas was left off of the column titled "From Right Field." The commentary is not an editorial representative of the opinions and views of The Arbitereditorial staff. The Arbiter apologizes to Thomas and for any confusion' the missing
byline might have caused.
In the Sept 27, 2000 issue of The Arbiter, on page 7, under the headline, "BSU
students get limited airtime with variety of programs," "KBSU 7:30 a.m,' should
have read, "KBSU 730 AM,"
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IMF protesters call for
pollee accountability, .
dropped charges
the Arbiter
survey of education faculty
salaries published in the
National
Education
Association's 1999 yearbook
by Hannah T. Bankhead
shows that Idaho ranks 43rd in
the Arbiter
the country.
Idaho faculty salaries in unioise Police Chief Don Pierce was surrounded at an Oct. 3
versities rank 16.3 percent
press conference by over 20 protesters who alleged his offilower than the national average;
cers used excessive force to break up the Sept. 26 demonstration
in four-year colleges, the salaries
against the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
rank 9.2 percent lower than
Police ended the demonstration and 18 protesters - most of
average.
them students - were arrested
Faculty members from Boise.
Protesters at the rally ranged from Green Party USA memState University, the University
ber.s, to member~ of the Boise .State University campus organiof
Idaho,
Idaho
State
zation, Progressive Student Alliance, to labor and environmental
University, and Lewis-Clark
groups and anarchists dressed in black with covered faces.
State College contributed to a
Scott Bonner said when police officers arrested him during
position paper regarding the
the Sept. 26 protest, they jumped on top of him and came withresults of this survey and the
in inches of breaking his neck.
. effects of the low salaries on the
Pierce told reporters that Bonner was arrested because he was
state.
shouting orders to other demonstrators while being arrested.
According to the paper, low
Bonner said that was not true.
salaries have already caused the
"I did see that myself," Pierce responded.
quality of higher education in
"Then I am saying you are lying," Bonner replied.
this state to deteriorate .:
Boise State University graduate student, Jeremy Maxand told
Pierce, many protesters would have gone peacefully, but they
could not hear the officers' orders over police sirens.
Maxand called on Pierce to do three things ..
. "First, we want all charges against protesters who were
arrested for assaulting a police officer dropped," Maxand
requested.
.
"Second," Maxand said, ''We want no disciplinary-action
taken against any officers who refused to participate in the police
riot."
Accordingto some protesters' accounts, one police' officer
refused to participate in the arrest or the control of protesters
when his co-officers began pushing, shoving and violently manhandling demonstrators.
Maxand told Pierce the demonstrators wanted to discuss
by Devin Kelly
the Arbiter
what happened to protesters during the rally.
''We are calling for a meeting between those involved in the
demonstration and the police chief to talk about concerns about
he office of Conflict
officer training and how to prevent a similar situation from hapManagement Services is
pening again," Maxand said. offering a new dispute resoluDespite hassles, some participants in the Sept. 26 protest
tion program through the Boise
called it a success. Boise State student Tobin Steiskal cited the
State University division of
high turnout of marchers. He also said the group accomplished
extended studies.
The program,
focusing
their two goals.
''We wanted to stand in solidarity with the people of Prague,"
around a web class entitled
Steiskal said. 'And we wanted to educate people and make them
"Conflict Management
and
aware of world issues."
Mediation in the Faith-Based
Pierce said he was not going to investigate allegations of
Context," will train students to
police violence until rally participants submit a formal comdeal with interpersonal underplaint. Protesters say they have taken. their case to Boise Police
standing of conflict issues
Ombudsman Pierce Murphy.
within a congregation or reli"I've encouraged people to come down and speak with
gious order. The class will train
Internal Affair," said Pierce. "We'll sit down and' have a cup of
participants to help those withcoffee and review the video tapes, but so far we haven't gotten
in the religious group to work
through differences and adverany takers."
sity. However the class is not
-Elizabeth Heiner and Sean Hayes contributed to this report
interdoctrinal;
it is not
designed to deal with issues
between different faiths.

Demonstrators ask for meeting
with police
.
.

A

B

WI~b.classcould ease
ore Iglous tension ... .
BSUoffers conflict management forchurch groups
..
-.

T

This' is a non-credit certificate program designed for those
students who cannot necessarily make it to BSU for class or
don't have time for traditional
on-campus classes. The webbased class is at the core of the
program, which also includes a
series of workshops and field
experiments that can be taken in the student's local area.
The program's
director,
Suzanne McCorkle of the office
of Conflict Management said
there is support from several
instructors around the nation
and the Methodist Convention.
The class will focus primarilyon basic skills in conflict
management and interpersonal
communication, giving a better
understanding of resolution
and. What students learn can
also have many applications in
other social realms,' such as
business
and government.

McCorkle feels that this will fill
a need in the community by
opening communication and
understanding. To keep the
class communication lively;registration is limited to 10 students. McCorkle says that participation in conversation and
interaction is expected.
Interested students should
have a knowledge of word-processing, Internet usage, search
engines and downloading. On
certain days students will be
expected to log on, but not during any specific time block. The
cost to students is $155.
Students interested in the
program
may
contact
McCorkle at 426-3928.
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Student Government
I

ASBSU Senate's second
-bill of the year
Gives themselves
by Sean Hayes
the Arbiter
lthough $231 a month does
not seem like a lot of
money ASBSU has .the distinction of having among the highest-paid student government
officials in the nation. Due to the
nontraditional nature of Boise
State University students, service awards are offered at higher
rates than colleges where most
students live on or near campus.
Current Senate Pro Tem
Nick Leonardson, however, does
not think this is enough. His
first bill of the semester, a raise
, in the monthly service. awards
of both the Senate and the executive staff to a mean of about

A

$250.

"I'm not sure students know
how much effort senators' are
,putting
in," said Amanda
Milbrant in defense of the bill.
Milbrant was appointed to
the College of Business Senator
position last month, after the
previous position holder failed
to meet his required 2.25 GPA
requirement.
The ASBSU executive staff
'mostly follows the same pay
scale
as
Senate.
The
Homecoming
Chair
and
National Student Exchange
coordinator are paid more. The
NSE coordinator, Kara Janney,
is the highest-paid executive
staff member, bearing the dis-

•

BILLIARDS
10531 OVERLAND. BOISE

Overtand

-

by Sean Hayes
the Arbiter
ccording to Boise State University policy,professors cannot give

also sought to remind students
tinction of being the only stuthat input on this or any other
dent NSE Coordinator in the
matter may be offered during
nation. The ASBSU president
and vice president will also see 'the gallery comments portion
of Senate meetings. The
a raise, the respective $600 and
ASBSU Senate meets at 40 p.m.
$550 paychecks will be upped to
on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
$625 and $600.
'
The purpose of the bill as: the Senate Forum.
Most power of hard change
listed is to keep service awards
on the Boise State campus is
consistent with other organizaheld in committees, which
tions offering similar awards,'
report back recommendations
and to remain consistent with
to BSU President Charles Ruch
student fees. Service awards
and his cabinet. The strongest
have not been raised since the
powers the ASBSU Senate
approval of the 1997/98 budgholds are providing funds for
et.
student clubs and proposing
The bill did come under
resolutions, which are strongly
heavy opposition, particularly
worded recommendations that
from Senator-at-Large Brooke
certain changes be made on
Baldwin, and passed by only
campus or in the community.
one tiebreaker vote to enter
If approved by Senate, the
third reading of legislation.
new pay increases will not go.
"Itlooks very bad to see the
second bill. of the year 'is to . into effect until the next
ASBSU President's budget is
increase Senate pay," Baldwin
approved, which generally hapsaid. ''We haven't proven that
, pens toward the end of the
we've earned it yet."
spring semester. Leonardson,
Sen. Bradley Saito disagreed
Baldwin and Saito will see their
with her second point, saying
terms end this November
that senators put in "effort,
unless they are re-elected in the
sweat and stress" representing
fall at-large senator elections.
students at important commitPackets' to run in the fall
tees, where they are frequently
elections are currently available
the only sources of student
at the ASBSU desk in the SUB.
input.
Several senators said that if . COllege senator positions in the
Graduate, Technology
and
this change were to go through,
Engineering sectors are also
perhaps the Senate should set
available.
up a booth to answer questions
to justify pay increases to
inquiring students. Senators

Backstreet

S.E. Comer of II-Mlle.

a raise

..

Student leaders advocate
dead week policy to
Calendar Committee
tests the week before finals, but some student-leaders are advoA
cating a stronger policy as the Calendar Committee is about to meet
to set academic date policy for the next five years.
ASBSU Senators-at-Iarge Trevor Irish and Maggie Mahoney
campaigned Vice President of Student Affairs Peg Blake' to
strengthen current policy, of which the senators say many students
are currently not aware.
Mahoney says that though tests are not allowed, quizzes remain
acceptable. She say~ that the distinction between a quiz and a test
depends wholly on the level of difficulty of the professor, also lab
tests are considered quizzes and may be given the week before
exams.
Irish advocates allowing students a literal week before final
exams in which no classes would be held, giving students a weeklong break to study. This change is not expected to pass by the
committee.
Mahoney lists her biggest concerns as the fact that professors
may introduce new material the week before final exams, and that
papers and projects may be due the week of finals.
In response, Blake hopes to give ASBSU the power to enforce current dead week policy at the University, allowing students who may
be intimidated by their professors to bring complaints before student
leaders. The current dead week policy is outlined in the student
handbook.

Counseling Center helps calm student nerves
by Roxanne Nichols
Special to the Arbiter
s chool driving y~u crazy? Do.you need someone to t3Ik to? Youcan

the Counselmg and Testmg Center to get help.
I. go-to
The Counseling and Testing Center is availableto any enrolled stu-

dent, said Dr. Jim Nicholson, the director of the center. All counseling
is free, but testing may cost, he said.
'
Senior staff members, who are either licensed psychologists or
counselors, provide the counseling. Four counseling graduate students
also work in the center, Nicholson said. None of 'them prescribe, but
the center works closely with the Student Health Center, he said.
Students can schedule unlimited appointments, based on the student's need and the arrangements made with the professional involved,
he said. Appointments usually last 50 minutes.
The Counseling and Testing Center is located on the sixth floor of
the Education Building. It is open on Monday through Thursday from
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and on Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

• 1+.
•
.. Oriental
'Express ~.i1
Mandarin •Szechuan

Sign up far
Winter Leagues
& Taurnaments

Lunch & Dinner
Dine In - Carry Out
Great Food & Reasonable Prices
10% off with BSU Student ID (Dinner Only)

Join Us Daily!
LUNCH SPECIAlS
Feeturlng Free Paol

•

.n •.m.-2p.m.

672-8870

All. Ages Welcome

HAPPY HOUR

4:30 - 8:30 p.m.

•

Tel. (!l08) 545-8868 Fax (!l08) 545-8848

110 N. 11th Street

.J

•

Organizers expect more than
120 employers at Career Fair
Alana Paxton

Special to the Arbiter

areer/Job Fair 2000, sponsored by BoiseState University's Career
Center, will be held next Wed. Oct 18, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Student Union Jordan Ballroom.
"It's a great opportunity for students to start a network by making
contact with employers and passing out resumes," said Shelley
Metzger, the Center's associate director.
.
More than 120 representatives from local and national companies
are expected to attend this year's fair.A variety of health-care facilities,
businesses,and governmental agencies will be represented. Albertsons,
Wells Fargo Financial, and Micron Technology are just a few of the
businesses Scheduledto attend.
Crucial Technology. Washin~on Group International Inc., and the
Drug Enforcement Administration, will be attending for the first time,
Metzger said.
.
Students will meet with potential employers, learn about career
choice;;.and discover internship opportunities for the spring semester,
she said.
Employers will be available for students to ask questions about
salaries and the job outlook, she said.
Last October, 127 business representatives and 2,000 students
attended the fair, she said.

C

Public invited to
atlendlanguage
conference
oise State University will
host the annual conference
B
of. the Rocky' Mountain
Modern Language Association
at the Grove Hotel on Oct. 12140. The public is invited to
attend free workshops on a
range of literature and writing
topics.
The association is comprised
of college professors of writing
and literature in English and
foreign . languages. Scholars
from 88 states, 1240 colleges and
universities and two foreign
countries are expected to
attend.
Because the conference's
emphasis this year' is on community, Boise State has pur-

chased passes permitting local
residents to join the sessions.
The passes are free and may be
obtained during the conference
at the registration desk at the
Grove Hotel.
The conference offers 90
sessions that focus on teaching
and research in languages and
literatures. They combine prepared papers and open discussion. Sessions that may interest
the public include: Children's
Literature, Western Literature,
Life Writing, Fashion for
Professionals,
Technical
Communication
in
the
Workplace, The American
Novel Into Film, Creative
Writing, Women in Literature,
Teaching English Online and
many other topics.
A complete schedule of the
conference is available at
http;//rmmla.wsu.edu/rmmla
by clicking on conventions,
then complete program. For
more information contact 40261199.

Deadline
approaching for
social.work degree
applicants
tudents wishing to earn a
degree in social
work at Boise State University
'must complete application
materials by 5 p.m. Oct. 16.
Because' graduates are eligible
to be licensed upon completion
of the program, students must
have completed a roster of core
classes, write a personal statement and present letters of reoommendation
before being
admitted to the program ..

S

bachelor's
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336 -3110
1324 W. Jefferson

-Flat Repair

376-5124

-Tire Rotation

6017 Fairview ave.

(on most cars
& light trucks)

853 - 9725

at any Boise Location

6520 W. State St.

no cash value
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Application information is
available at the College of
Social Sciences and Public
Affairs, department of social
work. For more information,
call 426-1568.

Health and
Wellness Center
publishes online
he Boise State Health and
Wellness Center is now
publishing
its
BEWELL
newsletter online.
The newsletter will continue
to provide health and wellness
information to the BSU community.
The newsletter is available at
www.boisestate.edu/we1lness/.

T

Rake Up Boise
pa~icipants sought
oise State employees will
again participate in the
B
annual Rake Up Boise service
for senior citizens on Nov. II.
The BSU Association of
Classified Employees, BSU
Association
of
Office
Professionals, professional staff
and faculty are sponsoring the
university's participation.
The rake-up .effort at the
homes of .seniors will happen
from approximately 9 to 11 a.m.
To sign up for a BSy team, contact Valencia Garrett at 40261681 or
ygarrett@boisestate.edu,
October 26 is the last day to
sign up.
.- Complied by Sam Garcia
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Student handcuffs self, goes on hunger strike
in protest of new dining arrangements
by Dan Murtaugh

Daily Northwestern
(Northwestern U)
(U-WIRE)
EVANSTON,
Ill-.- Police slap handcuffs on
people who create a public disturbance. In Willy Bailey's
case, they were called in to take
them off.
Bailey, 'a
Northwestern
University
hunger-striker,
handcuffed himself to a railing
iii front of the apple juice fountain in Allison Hall's cafeteria
during dinner last month. For
nearly a week, the sophomore
refused food to protest the decision to shift some weekend
meal service from Allison to
18S5 Hinman.
Allison
Food
Service
Manager Andrew Navidzadeh
asked Bailey to uncuff himself

.grabbed the end attached to the
and return to his seat, but
railing and pulled it off.
Bailey said he couldn't unlock
"The least you could have
the cuffs because he didn't buy
done was get yourself some
the key.
real handcuffs," the officer said.
"The hunger strike is fine,"
Students
shouted
"Free
Navidzadeh said, "but when he
Willy" while UP spoke to
handcuffed himself he disruptBailey and cheered when Bailey
ed the flow of drink traffic."
left the dining hall a free man.
But Bailey said he would
"He's my hero," said Medill
yield.
freshman Daniel Frommer,
"I'll gladly slide down for
Bailey's friend. "He's the
someone who wants some
strongest-willed human being
apple juice," he said.
I've ever known."
Allison's dining hall staff
Not all students, however,
contacted University Police,
support Bailey's cause. Shannon
and within 15 minutes, an offiMok, a Weinberg sophomore
cer was questioning Bailey
who lives in the Public Affairs
about his motives.
Residential College and regu"Public displays are needed
larly eats at Allison, said
to let people know about a
cause," Bailey told police. . . Bailey's actions trivialize the
causes people usually go on
And when Bailey mentioned
strike for..
to UP that he didn't have the
"ClosingAlli~on (on weekkey to his handcuffs, the officer

continued the strike in his
ends) is a big deal, but it's not
room. He plans to resume his
worth going on a hunger strike
strike in Allison today, although
over," she said.
Bailey, ate nothing but salt "he might spice up his routine of
and a vitamin C pill for almost a sitting for about an hour during
week. His friends say he has lunch and during the entire
been calm and reserved and has hour-and-a-half dinner period.
'Tm gonna bring some
shown no real signs of weakmusic with me," he said. "It gets
ness.
After leaving the dining hall pretty boring sitting" down
there every day.':
Friday, Bailey stood on the top
of the-steps leading to Allison's
Copyright
©2000
Daily
main entrance with his fist
raised in the air and the "Rocky Northwestern via U-Wire
III" theme song; "The Eye of
the Tiger,"blaring in the background. He also ran across campus dressed only in boxers after
NUs win over Michigan State
on Saturday.
That behavior is "no crazier
than usual," Frommer said.
Bailey said he didn't visit
Hinman over the weekend but

is looking for students to help out on the following committees.
I,
[,
,.

l'
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B
f
·OOl(SfOre i-taVlsory ".oart:'J
B
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I
f

Otientstion Planning
Board of Governors
Advising Council
If you have interest in these or other committees call 426-1440 for more info,
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National DUIlaw
becomes tougher
by Eric Olson
Montana Kaimin (U Montana)

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.
How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
"We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.\

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
$215,000
Low·CostAccount

$176,000
High-Cost Account

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses, ,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
, retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

I

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"

EXPENSES 2
Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. ·llAA·CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREFand TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. 'llAA and TIAA.(REF Life Insurance Co., New York, Ny' issue insurance and
annuities. 'llAA·CREF Trust Company, FSBprovides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and arenot bank guaranteed. e 2000 llAA.(REF 08103

(U-WlRE) MISSOULA, Mont. - Montana drivers may have to
get used to having fewer drinks before hitting the road.
Congress passed legislation last week that lowers, the drunkendriving standard nationwide to .08 blood alcohol content. States
that do not comply with the law -by' 2001 will begin to lose a percentage of federal highway funding.
Montana and so other states define drunken driving at 0.10
BAC. Idaho currently complies with the proposed standards.
Albert Goke, chief of the Montana traffic safety bureau, said he
doesn't believe Montana will adopt the new law which many people
may see-as blackmail.
"I would not expect dropping to .08 as likely to make a big difference," Goke said. He said the average driver arrested for a DDI
in Montana has a 0.17 BAC.
However, he said he didn't think the .08 level is unreasonable,
because drivers can still be impaired driving with a .01 BAC.
Karen Oakland, spokeswoman for the Mothers Against Drunk
Driving chapter in Yellowstone County, agreed that the law probably won't be passed in Montana.
I
."We're 10 years behind on drinking and driving issues," she said,
adding the new measure could save 500 lives per year if every state
passed the law.
'
Citing a study done. by the National Highway Safety
Administration, Oakland said the risk of a driver with a .10 BAC
being killed ina crash is 18 times greater than a driver with a .08
BAC.
"I'd like to see it go farther, but 1 think this is a start," she said.
The bill would require states to adopt a .08 standard as the legal
level for drunken driving by 2001. States that don't comply would
lose 2 percent of their federal highway funds, with the penalty
increasing to 8 percent by 2007. States that adopt the standard by
2007 would be reimbursed.
Goke said Montana should adopt the' .08 standard because the
loss of the federal funds would, hurt the economy.
The loss of funding would prevent roads from being fixed and
also make Montana highways less safe, Goke added;
Tim Monzen, a patrol officer with the Montana Highway Patrol,
said that people with a BAC of around .08 often have a "false sense
of security," thinking they can drive safely,when their driving skills
are impaired.
Copyright ©2000 Montana Kaimin via U-Wire
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Obsession, compulsion
disrupting students' lives
by Melissa

Benzel

The Lantern (Ohio State U)
(V-WIRE)
COLUMBUS,
Ohio - According to an Ohio
State University
psychology
professor, 5 to 10 percent of
college students
suffer from
obsessive compulsive disorder,
which
causes
continual
thoughts and repetitive action
that disrupt normal thoughts
and activities.
Dr. Lawrence
Needleman,
clinical assistant professor of
psychiatry
at OSU, said that
while the disorder could come
on at any point in a person's life,
about 5 to 10 percent of college
students have some form of the
disorder. He also said that there
is a wide range of, degrees of
the disorder. But to be clinically
diagnosed with the disorder a
person has to be bothered by
obsessive
and
compulsive
behaviors for at least an hour a
.day.
According
to Dr. Radu
Saveanu,
chairman
of
the
Department
of Psychiatry
at
OSU, about 2 to s percent of
the population
suffer from a
condition known as- obsessivecompulsive disorder, a disorder
that has the potential to overcome a person's life.
.
While
many· people may
think that they have this disorder, the obsessions and compulsions have to meet certain criterion order to be diagnosed as an
obsessive-compulsive.
'These particular obsessions

and compulsions
have to be
severe enough to cause distress
and impairment
Just because
you wash your. hands a little
more than somebody else doesn't mean you have obsessivecompulsive disorder,
It has to be severe enough
that it causes impairment and
also that it is time consuming,"
Saveanu said.
Some of the most common
obsessions that people have are
thoughts about contamination,
repeated
doubts,
aggressive
impulses and sexual imagery.
Often the compulsions people
have directly correspond with
the obsessions they suffer from.
For example a. person that
has continual thoughts of contamination may spend the entire
day cleaning and would not
want someone else to come into
their home because of the fear
that the guest may cause contamination. A person that has
repeated doubts such as not·
being sure they locked their
door have a compulsion to go
,back and check their doorfive or
six times and this behavior consumes most of their day.
According to Saveanu, the
reason people have to act on'.
these obsessions is because they
are afraid of the consequences
they may suffer if they do not.
"They
(obsessive-compulsives), create a system in their
head, and if things are not "in
order,
the person
becomes
incredibly anxious because they
think something bad will happen because things are out
of order," Saveanu said.
Both Needleman
and
Saveanu have seen college
students
as patients
and
said that the disorder can
severely affect students and
their well being.
"It is a big problem for
college students that have
roommates,
for instance,
because they become so
anxious, so distressed
by
whatever their roommate
does that they could spend
the whole day staying in the
apartment
straightening

up, cleaning up and worrying
about if something' has been
moved," Saveanu said.
It can also effect academic
performance and most of the
time this is what makes students
realize they need help.
"Obsessive-compulsive
disorder symptoms
impair your
ability to concentrate on your
work, so these students have
trouble studying because these
obsessions
and
intrusive
thoughts constantly come into
their mind," Saveanu said
While doctors do riot know
for certain what- causes the disorder, research shows that some
changes in the brain occur with
this disorder.
"We think that there are biological changes in the brain that
predispose people to have obsessive-compulsive
disorder
and
sometimes the symptoms can
come out of the blue. But if you
look back to when the symptoms started there, was some
stress that may have triggered
the symptoms to start' at that
moment," Saveanu said. '
There is treatment
for the
disorder and people do not have
to suffer, Saveanu said. The best
way to care for the disorder is a
combination of behavioral and
cognitive
therapy
and antidepressant medication. Saveanu
also said that the rate of
. response to treatment is around
70 to 80 percent
Needleman said people who
:
are concerned with their behavior should seek help.
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Nothing is im-okapi-able, just
mathematically improbable
Within the Democratic Republic of Congo lies the Ituri Forest, a
magical land home to okapis. Okapis are animals that resemble a member of the horse family but have a striped bottom and striped front legs
with a brown body. Reading over that description, I realize that it
sounds like a personal ad.
Okapis are just one of the unique species of wildlife in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Others include the mountain gorillas
in Virunga and Kahuzi-Biega and the world's last few white rhinos
found in Garamba.
.
.
-Disclaimer:
Use of the term magical land earlier in this article
does not refer to bona fide magic, hexcraft, or anything else related, it
was used as a way to describe habitat and be artistic at the same time.

And nowfor your bajJling science questions ...
Q. Is there water on Mars?
.
A. Yesl Thanks to the camera aboard the Mars Global Surveyor
spacecraft, scientists are receiving the first ima~s of the Red Planet's
recent watering hole. In the planet's coldest regIOns, water does appear
to have flowed up from the surface and cascaded down steep valleys and
crater walls.
Q. I saw an episode of "The X-Files" that was about a creature
called aWan-Shang Doal. Does it really exist?
A~ Does anything on 'The X-Files" exist? If you remember in
that episode, the man responsible for bringing the Doal to the United
States was a crypto-zoologist, someone who studies the possible existence of mythical creatures. The Wan-Shang Doal is, according to legend, a shape shifter that tricks its prey. To change from a wolf-like creature into a human is an amazing feat, too amazing to be real.
Q. What is Shadow Matter?
A. Shadow Matter is the theory
ticles of neutrons, protons, electrons,
the matter in our universe.
Most
"Through The Looking Glass" when
theory.·

Q. Is all acid rain caused by man-made pollutants?
A. No, actually much acid rain is caused by volcanic emissions 'of
volcanic ash and gases. It's potent stuff!
Q. How do brown dwarfs form?'
. .
A. A brown dwarf - too big to be a planet, too scrawny to be a
star, is said to arise the same way stars do - from the collapse of giant
gas clouds. Brown dwarfs never become stars, thou~h, because they
aren't big enough to sustain fusion. A brown dwarf IS not to be confused with "Red Dwarf" a popular sci-fi television show on the BBC.
Jolly goodl
Q.Does Dolly the Sheep have really short telomeres?
A. Dolly's telomeres are indeed shorter than usual. Just for
review, telomeres are repeating sequences of DNA that cap the ends of
each chromosome.
With each cell division, the telomeres become
shorter and shorter. In Dolly's case, the sheep that she was cloned from
was already an adult when scientists extracted genetic material for
cloning. The telomeres of that sheep were significantly shorter than
those of a lamb. So when Dolly was born, she showed the same length
of telomeres as' the sheep she was cloned from had at the time that scientistsextracted
the genetic material. In other words, Dolly's body
was doubly as old as it should have been for her age.
Q. What year was the Titanic discovered?
A. After its tragic sinking in 1912, the Titanic was rediscovered
in 1985 by Robert Ballard, notJames Cameron.

photo's by: Rafael Saakyan
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Don't let the flu take you by surprise
this winter, get vaccinated
by Nicki Allred
Speaal to

TJIe ArlIlter

ith the changing season
and cooler weather, it is
time to begin preparatiori for the
flu season. According to the
Center for Disease Control, the
influenza virus strikes 10 to 20
percent of the. United States
population each year, mainly
from .November
to April.
Students on college campuses
are not exempt.
Influenza is a respiratory
virus. Symptoms include high
fever,chills, muscle aches and
pains, headache, fatigue, sweating, and a cough. The flu can last
a week or more and cause students to miss classes, which
could put them severely behind
in their studies. It may lead to
repeating a semester, and thus,
incurring
additional
costs.
Influenza may have complications, such as pneumonia, which

W

would greatly
lengthen
the
recovery time.
Obtaining the flu vaccine can
prevent contracting the flu. The
vaccine is highly effective. There
are many misconceptions' about
receiving the flu vaccine. One of
the most common is that the vaccine may cause the flu. That simply.is not true. The viruses used
in the vaccine are either inactivated or killed and therefore cannot cause the flu.
People are not protected
immediately after receiving the
vaccine. It may take two weeks
for the flu vaccine to be effective
after receiving it. If the flu virus
or another virus is contracted
before receiving the flu vaccine,
it cannot prevent the illness from
occurring. Hence, vaccination is
recommended before the flu season arrives.
The flu vaccine is usually
available starting in the middle
of September. This year, due to

changes in the vaccine and problems with manufacturing, it will
be arriving late and there may be
a shortage. This could cause an
increase in the occurrence of the
illness.
Students who are interested in

protecting themselves from the
flu can get the vaccine at the
Health and Wellness Center. The
cost of the immunization is covered by the student health insurance plan, according to Jayne
Nelson, director of the center.
She recommends students get
vaccinated as soon as the vaccine
is available.
There are. some things that
can be done to help prevent contracting or spreading viral ill-

nesses. Hand washing is the single most effective method to prevent the spread of viruses. Hands
should be washed frequently
throughout
the day and after
sneezing or coughing. Also, it is
recommended to use a tissue to
cover the mouth and nose instead
of just a hand when sneezing or
coughing, and then discarding
the tissue into a waste receptacle.
It is important to keep the hands
away from the face as viruses can
live on hon-living surfaces for
hours and then be transferred to
a person via the hands.
With the effectiveness of the
vaccine and the low cost of getting the immunization, why risk
getting the flu? Watch for the
banner
at the Health
and
Wellness Center that will indicate that the flu vaccines have
arrived,

Nicki Allred is a registered nurse
and a student at BSU

BSU Business students turn
profit in stock market
by

Arbiter Staff

.A. Davidson and Co. has presented the Boise State University
College of Business and Economics with $6,666. The money represents profits earned by a team of marketing and finance students in
the company's annual Student Investment Program.
The students were led by Harry White, a marketing and fmance
professor at the University. Boise State placed third in a field of ·14universities and colleges, posting a 31.74< percent return on their investment for an increase of almost $16,000. Each participating school
earned a payment equal to half of its investment return above five percent.
In Sept. 1999, D.A. Davidson and Co. provided each participating
school with $50,000 to invest. Teams had until August to improve on
that investment. The first-place winner, Washington State University,
earned a 57.89 percent return, or almost $29,000. The S&P 500
showed a 16.3 percent gain for the same period.
Launched in 1985 at Montana State University. the D.A. Davidson
and Co. program has provided schools with more than $250,000 since
its inception. This year's payout totaled $48,728, with schools averaging a return of 18.91 percent.
"It's the best thing we ever did," said Ian Davidson, chairman of the
Davidson companies. 'The students benefit, the university benefits and
we benefit because of the publicity we get and the return on our
money."
Wh. ile schools have at times lost. a portion of their capital, overall
the program has been profitable for both the schools and the company.
And working with real money means students are more serious about
their investments, Davidson said, and learn more about the actual challenges of investing.
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Student debt poses national problem
.by Brad Grantz
The Tartan (Carnegie Mellon U)
(U-WIRE) PITTSBURGHJosh Walstrom recently departed for graduate school with the
prestige and indebtedness typical .of a Carnegie Mellon
University graduate. However,
his fiscal obligations were not
the $18,000 in student loans the
typical Carnegie Mellon student amasses, Walstrom was
able to avoid the financial liabilhies of an education. Walstrom
was not able to duck a continuous cycle of credit card debt.
Walstrom left Pittsburgh
with a mere st.ooo worth of
debt, pennies when compared to
what he owed at the end of his
sophomore year. Once he had
his first card, he received applications from many other companies.
"I figured. I would need one
Visa, one Mastercard, one
American Express. It became

very easy to charge a purchase
if I didn't have the cash," he
said.
By the time Walstrom had
accumulated eight cards, he also
owed $5,000 to the credit card
industry.
.
"I was able to land a lucrative
internship to rack up $3,000 to
$40,000, but I was spending half
of my earnings. paying .off
credit card debt."
Many are notas fortunate to
land a high-paying' summer job
to cover the spending frenzy
during school.
In 1997, University of
Central Oklahoma freshman
Mitzi Pool hanged herself in
her dorm room while awash in
$2,500 worth of debt. While
such an extreme and tragic case
is unusual, lawmakers and consumer groups are closely examining the issue of student
indebtedness.
According to a student survey conducted by sociologist

Robert Manning, currently an
adjunct
professor
at the
University of Texas, about 70
percent of students at four-year
colleges have at leastone credit
card with an average revolving
debt of more than $2,000.
Manning's study .also estimates that one-fifth of four-year
college students possess a
$10,000 or higher amount of
credit card debt;
The saga doesn't end for
Walstrom. He rectified his credit woes through his summer
internship, but during the
school year, he returned to his
spending ways.
"I was eating out at every
night at $20 .01' $30 bucks a
meal, which would add. up to
$100
to $200 a week," he
recounted. ''There are a lot of
great
restaurants
in
, Pittsburgh:'
Walstrom found that when
he was near his credit limit,
credit card companies would

extend his limit. Because he
continued to payoff his minimum balance, plus whatever his
means would allow, he appeared
to be a successful borrower for
the creditors.
Secondly, companies would
offer Walstrom new cards with
lower interest rates and an
option for a balance transfer.
"It appeared to be effective
income, when it really isn't. You
still have to payoff the old balance at the previous rate:'
While cases of extreme credit card debt do occur, Carnegie
Mellon has been particularly
adroit at avoiding the problem.
Dean of Student
Affairs
Michael Murphy said the
University and students have
examined the issue in the past.
"It was an issue that came up
last year. We didn't have particular evidence that (student credit card debt) made it a concern,
but we did do a piece that tells
people how to deal with credit

card issues:'
The -group published a pamphlet included with bookstore
purchases to advise students
how to examine credit card
applications intelligently ..
Myvesta.org, a Marylandbased non-profit credit relief
organization, found that 4030
colleges have banned credit
card . marketing on campus.
Several schools have restricted
access to the student population
to their affinity card company.
SELLING TO STUDENTS
Many opinions exist as to
why students are the .recipients
of enormous lines of credits.
The Web site of Market Source,
a company dedicated to marketing products to college students, states "The nation's 15.5
million college students are
impressionable consumers who
spend nearly $105 billion a year
continued

on page 12

Inside Reports:
Unified student vote key
Registration vital
by Brook Smith
ASBSU Lobbyist
rom Sept. 27 through Sept. 29, BSU students were
. "harassed" by people wielding clipboards,' pens, and forms.
Some walked as far away from the tables set up in the Quad and
SUB as possible ...others simply ignored the queries made by
valiant volunteers. Although more students seemed to flock
toward the credit card application tables and not to the tables of
which I write, Voter Registration Drive 2000 was successful in
that we exceeded our goal: we registered II SO voters.
The real success comes in November. We only registered 7.25
percent of the population of Boise State University. If this is
indicative of our voting population, this is unfortunate. Our
campus has many fiscal wants that could easily be met by a
responsive legislature stimulated by 16,459 voters unified on the
subject of funding for higher education. Over the last decade, the
percentage of the budget that goes to higher education in Idaho
has dropped while our tuition has steadily increased.
If we consider registering to vote a form of "harassment" and
voting as exciting as a root canal, we will certainly deserve the
officials we end up with. As political candidate Ralph Nader frequently points out: "If you are not turned on to politics, politics
will turn on you."
While there are many issues in government that we can
become frustrated about, there are even more we can come
together to fight for ... higher education being the first on that
list. Anyone who missed out on getting registered can register at
the polls on Nov. 7, Election Day. In the meantime, work on
becoming an educated voter. As Lyndon B. Johnson stated:
''Voting is the first duty of democracy."
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continued from page

on a wide range of consumer goods and services." According to
a 1998 Campus Monitor study, college students have about $19 billion in discretionary spending ability. With such buying power, it is
no wonder that creditors are actively seeking to establish a relationship with the youngest group of consumers.
A study in the fall of 1998 by the U.S. Public Interest Research
Group found that credit card companies, under the guise of thirdparty marketers, lure students to sign up for credit cards by rewarding applications with free T-shirts, calling cards and Frisbees almost essentials for CMU students unwilling to buy trendy clothing and living quite a distance from home.
One on-campus marketer, Citibank, declined to release details as
to the effectiveness of the soliciting.
Critics of on-campus solicitation charge that corporations can
avoid a great deal of responsibility and organization by outsourcing
its on-campus prescence. Third-party marketers, while trained by
the corporation or a marketing parent such as Market Source, work
on commission. By being third party, they can also have ties with
several competing credit card companies. '
MARKETING AT CMU
A recent solicitor and proprietor of a company called "Marketing
Services" (MS), at CMU said he obtains on average 50 or 60 applications a day.Last Thursday, he filed almost 170. Of those with correct information, he said he collects a $3 commission.
A corporate marketer must pay $150 for a three-day stay at
CMU's campus. The solicitor said the vast majority of applications
contain true information. Therefore, if MS filed 40 of 55 applications accurately during each of the three days, MS would amass
$320, or a $170 profit.
This past week, a number of first-years were completing their
first credit card application. Sean Waters, a first-year in IDS, completed his first form at college in return for free T-shirt ..
Waters opened a credit card account when he first turned 18 in
hopes of building a credit history. While accumulating a $200 to
$300 a month in credit card debt, Waters has been perfect in paying
off his monthly balance.
.
Suparna Saha, a junior in 'MCS,typifie'd the CMU response to
credit card marketing. "Ijust did it (filled out the application) for the
free phone card. I've probably filled out IO of these since I've been
here."
The issue of on-campus credit card marketers is nothing new to
Murphy. "The University Student Affairs Council conducted some
discussion last year whether or not we should be more restrictive
about credit card companies advertising on campus," .
. Murphy added that if commercial activity was deemed out of
hand by the student body, "I would have no difficulty at all restricting it to a level that students are comfortable with,"
JUST CHARGE MY TUITION
Sociologist Manning contends an "unholy" alliance between the
credit card industry and schools is raising prices in all sectors of the
colleges. While card companies profit off of a transaction fee in
addition to interest payments, they can rake in large amounts on
tuition payments. Many parents and-students interested in garnering frequent flyer miles often pay tuition and related bills through
plastic.
Credit transactions have steadily increased during the four years
the HUB has accepted credit payment. This past year, plastic was
used 8,000 times at the HUB for an average amount of $3,100. eMU
accepted some $25 million in credit payment.
However, some schools have lost money by taking charge cards.
Harvard University has stopped accepting credit cards because of
the transaction fees.
Manning contends while schools receive monies for affinity cards,
students are amassing thousands in credit card debt due to inflated
prices for textbooks, tuition and other expenses. •
"Students are obtaining a poor credit history. While we experience good economic times, credit card debt is masked by thefact the
job market is so good,"

Now you can tell your
parents you're going places.
As a Kelly8employee, you'll enjoy
great opportunities at top companies.
Temporary (money on the side)
Temp-to-full-time (foot in the door)
Direct placement (a full-time job)
Call today!

KELLY

322·8564

SERVICES

An equal opportunity employer/Never
Ot 997 Kelly Services, Inc, E0058

an applicant fee
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One lucky Boise State student will win a@)....
computer and a coca-cola Tailgate Package
which will be given away during the
BSl)/ldaho football game on November 18th!

HOW DO YOU WIN? Each time you attend a 2000 BSU football or
volleyball home game, complete an entry form. The more games you
attend, the more chances you have to win.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
10/13 Boise State Soccer vs. Cal Poly SLO, 4pm
10/14 Boise State Football vs. Eastern Washington, 3:05pm
10/15 Boise State Soccer vs. UC Santa Barbara, 1pm
10/17 Boise State Volleyball vs. Idaho, 7pm - Pavilion
Soccer matches are held at the Slrnolot Snorts Comolex. Field #19

TICKETS ARE FREE TO ALL FULL-TIME BSU STUDENTS.
CALL.4-BOISE-ST FOR INFORMATION
GO BRONCOS/
Brought to you by the BSU Athletic Department and The Big Four Broncos.
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Fourth quarter rally comes up short
as Broncos fall at Washington State
PULLMAN, WASH. -Boise
State and Washington State
combined for nearly 900 yards
of offense and tallied 77 points,
but the Cougars got the
biggest yards in scoring the
game winning touchdown with
a little more than a minute' to
play in a 42-35 victory at
Martin Stadium in Pullman,
Washington.
Sophomore
quarterback
Jason Gessel' led Washington
State 39 yards in eight plays for
the game winning score.
Fullback
Adam
Hawkins
scored on a one-yard plunge
behind the left side of the
Cougar offensive line on fourth
and one with 1:15 to play in the
game.
The winning touchdown
was actually set upon the prior
series, as Washington State
punter. Alan Cox pinned the
Broncos at their own two yard
line with 5:16 to play. Boise
State was able to move the ball
just six yards, and the ensuing
punt was returned to the
Bronco 39-yard line.
'
Washington State's final
touchdown squelched a Boise
State rally, which saw them
respond from a 35-24 fourth
quarter deficit to tie the score
at 35-35 midway through the
fourth period. on a 27-yard
Nick Calaycay field goal and a
12-yard diving catch in the end
zone by Lou Fanucchi.
But, Gessel' was the story all
day for Washington State, as he
completed 21-of-30 passes for
290 yards and two touchdowns,
despite leaving two different
times because of injury. While
the Bronco defense did hit
Gessel' numerous times and
registered five, sacks, his constant scrambling and keen ability to find an open receiver in
key situations frustrated the
Boise State defense.
After the Broncos .opened
the game with a 21-yard scoring pass from Bart Hendricks
to running back Brock Forsey;
Gessel' led Washington State
on a 10 play; so-yard drive to
tie the score.

increase the lead
back to 35-24. Hendricks
would end the
game with outstanding numbers,
completing 24-of41 passes for 335
and a career high of
four touchdowns.
The last of his
scoring
throws
went to Fanucchi,
as he cleared the
end zone in front of
the
Washington
State
defenders.
After
two-point
conversion
pass
from Hendricks to
fullback
Shay
Swan, the Broncos tied the
score at 35-35, but were unable
to move into Washington State

The fourth quarter would start much
the way the third did, with Boise State
turning the ball over on a controversial
fumble
by wide receiver
Jerry
Smith.Washil)gton State had to go just 11
yards in two plays to increase the lead
back to 35-24.

territory again in the final
seven minutes of playas the
Pac-l0 Cougars scored last to
snap a four game home losing
streak.
The loss dropped Boise
State to 3-2 on the year, but did
wrap up an opening six-week
stretch in which the Broncos
played four games on the road
to start the 2000 season. Boise
State plays just its second
home game of the season on
October 14 against Eastern
Washington, before opening
defense of the team's Big West
Conference title on Oct. 21
against North Texas.
- Compiled by Pete Erlendson
from wire reports.

the ball over on a controversial
Boise State answered with
fumble by wide receiver Jerry
another touchdown late in the
Smith. Washington State had to
first period, as tight end Robby
go just 11 yards in two plays to
Snelling rumbled 52 yards on
one pass and then capped the 74
yard drive with a 'one yard pass
from Hendricks to make the
score 14-7 Boise State.
Washington State would
then score on three straight.
possessions, including a bizarre
19 play, 43-yard drive that
included a mysterious defensive
holding penalty on Boise State
on a third and 47 play. Of the
Cougars four first half scores,
two . were field. goals as
Washington State held a: slim
19":17 halftime lead.
The Cougars would build on
the lead early in the third quarter, marching 62 yards on the
team's first.' possession of the
second half, with Hawkins
adding his first rushing score of,
the game and season. A. Boise
State fumble deep in Bronco
territory would allow WSU to
increase the lead to 29-17,
FOR BREAST CANCER RESEARCH
thanks to Anousith Wilaikul's
third field goal of the' game
with s: 14 to play in the third
quarter.
Hendricks would rally the
Bronco offense, marching down
100% Of Net Procedes Benefits The Regis Foun dation For Breast C~ncer Research.
field
and
finding
Davy
Malay thong on a nine-yard
screen pass to trim the lead to
29-24' at the end of three periods.
The fourth quarter would
start much the way the third
Boise Towne Square Mall next to Dillards
did, with Boise State turning

cliptg~cure
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Player profile:
meet midfielder
Abigail Roche

Big West soccer opener
goes sour.

were missing as they stepped
Following suit were her teaminto action October 6, and both
mates Abby Bernards, Tara
received concussions before the
Milligan, Mo Meyer and Annie
end of the match. Smith travGorski all with one apiece.
by Renae Hall
he Broncos were defeated
. the Arbiter
eled to Southern California
None of these efforts saw a
, in their Big West opener
with the team this weekend and
reward as the Broncos score
on Saturday against UC Irvine
his 5'9" freshman is from Kent, Wash., where she graduated
Hill stayed here in Boise.
remained zero throughout the
with a final score of 2-0. This
in 2000 from Kentwood High School. There she was a team
Junior
goalkeeper
Jeanne
game.
brings BSU's over-all record to ,
captain and MYP for three years. During herfour years in high
Curtice-Orm
was
also
left
UC Irvine's honorable men3-6-1 and shoots the Anteaters
school she was a starter ..
home. after an injury to her
tion All-Big West player from
record
to
7-3-2.
Roche was twice on the King County All-Star team. She
knee left her suffering earlier
1999, Janelle Doyle, scored
The Broncos could not take
played North All-League 1st team during 1997-98 and was a
this week.
both goals of .the game in the
controlof the ball in what was
three-time selection to the South Puget Sound League (SPSL)
This turned the Broncos to
first half. The first score was
their' last night game of the seawhere she was the North League MYP in 1998 and 1999.
sophomore
Lindsay' , within the first eight minutes of
son: The Anteaters conquered
Soccer took Roche to Des Moines, Wash., where she compet- ,
Vandenberg to play goalkeeper.
play, and the last came with
play during the game and did
ed for the Highline Eagles Soccer Association, and started at the
She had eight saves in goal for
only 41 seconds remaining on
not allow Boise State to score.
midfielder and defender positions. A,bbe led the team in assists
the
Broncos.
Vandenberg
has
the clock. Both teams were
The Anteaters win brings them
for the last four years. Some of the teams bragging rights include
been
battling
for
the
starting
scoreless during the second
to 2-1-0
in '.'Big West
winning the 1999 Washington State Cup championship, placing
position fiercely all year with
half.
Conference standing, while the
second during the 2000 season, and placing high in numerous
Curtice-Orm.
Broncos are 0-1-0.
.
club tournaments.
The Anteaters out shot the
Boise State started the game
Abbe is a freshman this year at Boise State and has been an
Broncos 19-7 and 10-3 in shots
off a little rocky without two of
asset to the soccer program. She is in the race with two other
on goal. Sophomore niidfielder
, their normal starters. Senior
players for the second highest on the Broncos team for assists
Brittany Zoellner put in a
midfielder Brooke Smith and
with two. Also, Roche has chipped 10 shots and had a total of two
valiant effort with three shots.
freshman forward Kaziah Hill
points.

by Renae Hall

the Arbiter
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Blue Thunder alumni join in 2000 Football

Schedule

Homecoming brings past and present together
by Peter Arashiro and
Richelle Sugiyama
Special to the Arbiter
his year the Blue Thunder
has asked their alumni
T
friends for a little help with
Homecoming 2000. The Keith
Stein Blue Thunder Marching
Band has been firing up Bronco
fans at athletic social functions
for the past 13 years. Marching
band alumni will participate in
the homecoming parade, pregame show, and evening social,
and tailgate party sponsored by
Boise philanthropists Keith and
Catherine Stein. .
After 15 years without a
marching band, former Alumni
Director, Dyke Nally, spearheaded the effort to form one.
Thanks to the generous contribution
from
Keith
and
Catherine Stein and other community supporters (see list
below), funding was raised to
support a full-fledged marching
band.
In 1986 Melvin Shelton, former Director of Bands, and
Wilbur Elliot, former Music

,Chairperson, hired David Wells
as Director for the marching
band. Wells' first job was to
come up with a name for the .
band.
After much deliberation
David Wells, with the assistance
of Dyke Nally and former Boise
State .'University
President,
John Kaiser, proposed "The
Keith Stein Blue Thunder
Marching
Band".
Stein
approved the title and the Blue
Thunder made its half-time
debut in 1987 with approximately 90 members, including a
spectacular fully -instrumented
marching band, two drum
majors, a flag team and a baton
twirler.
Today the band averages 120
members, including the Mane
Line Dancers. Blue Thunder
performs between 75-100 times
a year instilling Bronco pride
and spirit throughout the community.
Other Generous Supporters:
Tenny Alger, Boise Cascade
Corporation,
Boise
State
University, Bronco Athletic
Association,
BSU Alumni

Association, C. Delbert Higgins
Insurance, James Lilly, Jeanne
Lundell,
Jan
Marcum,
Murphy's Restaurant, Hon.
James & Janey McClary, Jack
Nagel, Dyke Nally, Harvey &
Margo Neef, Allen & Billie Dee
Noble, Lt. Gov. Butch Otter, Dr.
Avery & Carolyn Pratt, Bob &
Bonnie Schwenkfelder,J.B. &
Sheryl Scott, Claudia Simplot,
Walt & Marylou Stallcup, Keith
& Catherine Stein, Duane &
Lori Steukle, Treasure Valley
Drum
Corps, Weaver-Van
Deusen Insurance, and David &
Lavaughn Wells.
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SCORE

DATE

O-PPONENT

Sept. 2

at New Mexico

31-17W

Sept. 9

Northern Iowa

42-17W

Sept. 16 at Arkansas
Sept. 23

at Central Michigan

Sept. 30

Open

31-38

L

47-10W

Oct. 7

at Washington State

~5-42L

Oct. 14

Eastern Washington

3:05 p.rn.

Oct. 21

North Texas

3:05 p.m,

Oct. 28

at New Mexico State

6:00 p.rn,

Nov. 4

at Arkansas St.

3:00p.m.

Nov. 11 UtahSt.

1:05 p.m,

Nov. 18 Idaho

1:05 p.m.
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# 13 Long Beach

2000 STANDINGS

State defeats Boise
State in vo·lleyball

(through the games of Oct. 7)

WNG BEACH, Calif - The 13th ranked Long Beach State
4gers defeated the Boise State Broncos in volleyball Saturday night,

UC Irvine

2

1

IS-2, IS-4, IS-8.

Pacific

2

1

Cal Poly

1

Utah State .

1

o
o

Idaho

1

1

Cal State Fullerton

1

2

Long Beach State

1

2

UC Santa Barbara

o

1

o

1

-

For the Broncos, Tara Brinkerhoff had nine fills and seven
digs, Katy Shepard added six kills and 10 digs, and Tam~isha
Hastings added six kills and three blocks, Setter Denise Mullin had
16 assists. As a team, Boise State totaled 27 kills, 2S assists, 3 I digs
and three blocks.
The road won't get muctheasier next week as Boise State will
play at Utah State, ranked 2St nationally, on Oct. 14. The Broncos
will finally return home on Oct. 17 to host Idaho at 7 p.m. in the
Boise State Pavilion.
_ Compiled by Pete Erlendson from wire reports.

~ourresearc~
PaPer coul~~e
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Big West
W
L

'NOlM

Overall
T

Pts.

W

L

T

o
o
o

6

7

3

2

6

7

4

1

3-

6

4

.1

'0

'3

3

7

o

3

7

5

o

3

'5

8

o

3

4

7

1

o
o

5

6

1

3

6

1

o
o
o
o
o
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Rights and responsibilities rip rifts
between renters and landlords
Ownership one solution to renters problems
by Sam Garcia and
EvvAnn Neff

the following:
11.
An explanation
of photo's by: Daniel Wolf and Ted Harmon the Arbiter
1. The names and addresses
whether the property can be
the Arbiter
of the landlord, the agent, the
assigned or sublet.
tenant, a friend or relative of
12. An explanation of how
the
tenant,
and
the
apartment
the
agreement may be termiTo whom it may concern:
manager.
nated, and how much notice is
I have been living in this
2. The address and/or
a , required.
apartment Jor eight months and I
description
of
the
property
to'
IS. The date the agreement
. have had warm milk for most of
be rented.
is to end, if it is other than a
that time. I know I have a year
s. The date the agreement is month-to-month tenancy.
lease, but I don't think I have to
to begin.
14<. An explanation of when
put up with this anymore. Will
4<. The purpose for which
and
how the landlord can
you please fix my rifrigerator?
the
property
is
to
be
used.
enter
the premises.
Thank you.
5. The amount of the rent.
15. The signatures of all
-Anonymous
6. The date the rent is due.
parties, if the agreement is in
7. If a security deposit is
writing.
Does this seem like a familrequired,
a
statement
of
how
The vague nature of the
iar situation?
Rifts run
much it is and what it will be
initial rental agreement leaves
between renters and landlords
used for.
most tenants unaware of the
because of a lack of knowl8. A notation as to the conrights' they have or responsiedge each party has about
dition
of
the
premises.
bilities of their landlord.
their rights and responsibili9. An explanation as to who'
According
to the Idaho
ties. According to Idaho Legal
is
responsible
for
each
of
the
Attorney
General's
Office,
Aid Services, who deal with
"Idaho law provides for certain
landlord and tenant disputes, ' utilities.
10. An explanation of any
'rights and requires certain"
"it is in your best interest as a
,
restrictions
the
landlord
wish'duties
of both the landlord
tenant to put your requests in
es to place on the property,
and' the tenant, regardless of
writing:' Landlords will ususuch as the number of occuwhether a written
rental
ally write a basic rental agreepants 'and whether pets are
agreement exists."
ment for a tenant to sign upon
permitted.
The following questions
renting. This usually includes
and answers are meant to
guide any renter on their concerns about their duties and
,rights
What is this deposit for
anyhow?
'
, "I moved in with my sister
them so many times, but I
earlier this month. She had a ty deposit they must give the
finally gave up on it."
one-year lease agreement at
tenant a signed written stateThe landlord has an obligaour apartment before I moved
ment of what the money was
tion to provide reasonable
in and paid a $600 deposit.
used for. The landlord must
waterproofing
and weather
Now. the landlord is saying I give the full deposit or the
protection,
and
to provide
have to pay another deposit if remainder of the deposit withpremises that are not hazI want to stay with her," said a in 21 days of the day the tenardous to the health and safeBSU student.
ant moves' out. If both the
ty of the tenant. A landlord
A 'landlord can require' a landlord and the tenant have
also
has the duty of installing
tenant to pay ,a security
previously agreed, however,
approved smoke detectors. A
deposit. A security deposit is this period can be extended up
landlord, who provides electrifor purposes other than the
to SO days, but no longer. If
cal, plumbing, heating, ventipayment of rent" usually,
the landlord refuses to comply
lating, cooling or sanitary
. known as cleaning and damwith any of these requirefacilities, must maintain them
'.age deposits. There is riostan-:-ments
the tenant can file suit.
in good working order. City
:.dardamount
for aS~.'lrity
Willyou,'fix this damn
codes generally require that
de~!lit. Asecuri,ty: depesifis"
t~ilet?lh.:~enttaken
a poop
most of these services be pro...•.•
notlIl~ant
to' cover, 90rinal
in weeks.' "'. ',.'.
vided
. 'wear.:andtear.Wear,:liJ:ldtear
.,' Rebecca/;jl'· renter, said, "I
Some possible violations of
inci~~saDY ;normal)d;Unagecould:'orUY;-ta.ke:
"five minute
the landlord's
obligations
I::~
include:
,.;,"li'''"k,"';''
"or
"jfJ{'liiyl~ndlord
to fix it and they
continued on pg.25
. landlord wiQ}
. ,a8l\Curi;;' 'neV~Tc'gotaround~tQ;:it. .Lasked
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Northwestern Mutual's
College Internship Program
joined the distinguished list of the
ten best internships in the nation.
Out of nearly 2,000 intern programs
reviewed, ours was the only
insurance internship
included. Not only is
our internship an
opportunity to gain
actual business
experience, it'~ also a
chance to earn some
sweet cash!
For more information about
a sales career or internship contact:

--------:::o-~
October 11, 2000

Interview
Planner
Purchase correspondence
matching envelopes).

paper stock (stationary

and

Keep enough paper stock on hand to print your resumes,
cover letters other correspondence on matching stationary and envelopes.
Know the standards for writing cover letters, thank you
letters, and when tophone.
Keep stamps on hand at all times!
Keep track of all career related written and verbal corre-

Geoff Lanfear

W Northwestern
FINANCIAL
C2

College Unit Director
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
1555 Shoreline Drive, Suite 210
Boise, 10 83702
2083830210
www.northwesternmutual.com

Mutual
N

NETWORK

The Nor hwestern Mutual Ufe InsuranceCo.

lIwau ee

spondence.
Identify your basic interview wardrobe: select one or two
outfits or suits that are considered fairly conservative for
your field.

I

Locate your local overnight or one-hour dry cleaner.
Polish your business shoes.
At Progressive, our work environment.is casual, but we're serious about our buslness.Its just one of the
ways we do things differently. And it shows, as we continue to grow as a $6.1 billion insurance industry
leader. So don't settle for "business as usual," Join the bright, creative, business·cas'ual team.at Progressive.

CAREER FAIR
. Wednesday, October 18 - 9:00a.m.- 3:00p.m.
Stop by our booth at the Student Union

FULL-TIME ENTRY-LEVEl/EXPERIENCED
CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVES .
Responsible for investigating, appraising, and settling both vehicle and personal injury claims. Qualified
candidates must possess:.
'·A BacheIor's degree with a solid GPAor equlvalentwork experience
• Excellent communication. organizationaL and customer service skills
• A high degree of motivation and team orientation
• Ability to work a schedule that could Include evenings, weekends. and holidays
• Valid drivel's license with a good driving record
• PriordaimsiestimatinWbodY
shop experience a plus

We are also seeking Claims intems ,for the summer of 2001'
Progressive is the fourth largest provider of personal auto insurance in the U.S. Whether you're just
starting your career or looking for a better one, Progressive offers outstanding opportunities. If you are
unable to attend the career fair, please submit your resume-Indicating
Ad Code 000324to: Progressive's
Resume processing
Center; P.O. Box 419061; Rancho Cordova.
CA 95741-9061;
Fax: 916.638.8294;
E-mail: westJobs@progresslve.com
Web site:
jobs.progressive.com
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DN.

....

PROGREDIVE-

~~~

APPLY

ONLINE

Not what )'CU'd expect from an insurance company.-,

AT

JOBS.PROGRESSIVE.COM

. Always have extra, Clean copies of your resume with you.
Keep on file an interview folder to bring with you on
interviews. It should contain: a few resumes in a plastic
. sleeve, some reminders for yourself about your skills and
your goals, and a pen and some paper to make notes and
after the interview.
'
Bring to the interview: your interview folder, the names
of the people you are
meeting and the address with directions. You may also
want: a comb, tissues, breath mints .
Know where you're going in advance .
Leave yourself plenty of time to get there.
You want to arrive a little bit early, not just on time and
never late.
Follow up with thank you letters immediately.
Make sure you can be reached, whether by phone, fax or
email.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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First steps to success
Ways to Get To The Top
Career Fair Tips ...

Develop a follow-up letter to send if you have given your resume to
a representative. '
'.
.

Use this event as a networking opportunity have a positive attitude and talk positively
about yourself.
.

Explore all your options:

Research the organizations that will be
attending:
.
Visit the Career Center's Website: http://career.boisestate. edu/carfair. htm for a list of the organizations coming
and for links to several of the organization's Websites.
Prepare questions ahead of time to ask the representatives
(see list of questions to ask on the next page).

.

-Speak with many different representatives - they are attending to provide students
with valuable information regarding their organizations. .
-Representatives are excellent resources to help in your career decision making.
They were in your shoes once. Take some extra time and talk with them.

The Arbiter and the BSU Career Center
would like to thank all of the employers
who made this year's Career Fair possible.

Make a great first impression!
-Mal{e eye contact
-Smile
-Shake hands firmly
-Remember their names

.What direction will
Practice introducing yourself:

your career take?

-What is your major or what major(s) you are considering?'
"
.
-What level you are in college - are you just
beginning, looking for an internship or getting ready to
graduate?
-What are your interests?

Have a resume prepared for the fair if you
are.getting.ready to graduate orare seeking
an iiiternship.

Prepare a system to remember who you have
tallied with and what information was
provided to you:
.

, -Obtain and keep business cards. These are great for
networking even after you graduate!
-Take handouts and other information provided to
you. These can be great resources if you get an interview
(see opposite pageJor interview tips).

Learn more about career opportunities
and related services by visiting your
Career Center:

~
~
~
~
~

Job listings through the web
On-campus interviews
Mock-interview training
Job counseling
Resume and cover letter critique
And it's FREE!

Career Center 2065 University Dr.
426-1747 http://career.boisestate.edu

~'
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Sample Student Questions to Ask
Career/Job Fair Representatives
to relocate and/or travel?

well within your organization?

degree?

any internship opportunities?

For Students

Does your organization have
part-time positions related to
my field in which I can work
around my classes?

What fields of study are
most employable within your
organization?

What are ,typical career
paths for college graduates
starting in an entry-level position in ..
.. field?

How do I obtain additional
information about your organization? Do you have a web
site?

Graduating
This Year

What
opportunities
are
available for college graduates
in your organization?

Provided by the Boise
State University Career
Center

NOT

What courses would you
recommend that I take to make
me more employable with your
organization or in this field?
What other things can I do
(internships,
volunteering,
part-time employment, etc.) to
become more employable with
your organization or in this
field?
Does your organization offer

Mention any related experience that you have and inquire
about how this would affect
your opportunities within the
organization.
What IS the outlook for
growth in your organization?
Do you see the role of your
organization changing?
Are your employees required

The Career/Job Fair, sponsored by the
Boise State University Career Center, is
an excellent opportunity for all levels of
students to establish contacts and net-·
work with employers, dlscuss internship
opportunltles, obteln information to
solidify career choices, learn about the
job market and career opportunities, and
discover tips on what can make them
more marketable upon graduation.
Graduating students or students seeking
internships should dress professionally
and bring resumes to distribute to inter ....
ested employers.
The Career Center can assist you in your careerfair preparation and follow-up -let us know
how we can help you!
Boise State Career Center
2065 University Drive
(208) 426-1747
E-mail: career@boisestate.edu
Webpage: career .boisestate.edu
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. M-F

For Graduating
Students
What kinds of positions will
your organization have open to
students graduating this year?
Are there any special qualifications required for these positions besides a degree?
How should I apply for a
position within your organization?

What types of skills are the
most important to your organization?
Mention any related experience that you have and inquire
about how this would affect
your opportunities within the
organization.
How frequently do you
require employees to relocate
and/ or travel?

What types of people do

Do you encourage/require
employees to get an advanced

. Nampa is home to Mercy Medical Center, one
of the top hospitals in the country as a result of
our recent survey from the Joint Commission on
Accreditation.
As one of the best, MMc's reputation for
excellence extends beyond our patients, to the
way we treat our employees as we1\! MMC offers
health care professionals top-notch technology,
real growth opportunities, and of course - flexible
schedules to enjoy the life you deserve.
Discover for yourself the career opportunities at
Mercy Medical Center and the lifestyle that
Nampa has to offer.
At MMC, we offer outstanding salaries and
benefits. To apply send your resume to: Mercy
Medical Center, Human Resources Dept., 1512
12th Avenue, Nampa, ID 83585. FAX (208)4635804. Or visit our booth at the BSU Career
Fair.

Mercy Medical Center
,j

",/"t"" to /UP!. "

p"",,1H '" "'".

Come
prepared to
the career
fair & you
may leave
with a job
after you
graduatel

Staff Nurse Opportunities:
Emergency
Medical/Surgical
Obstetrics
Intensive Care
Recovery Room
Endoscopy
Pediatric
Allied Health Opportunities:
Pharmacist
Radiology Student
Radiology Technicians
Physical Therapy
Respiratory Therapy
Benefits
~
Sign-On Bonus & Relocation
Assistance Available
~

Tuition Assistance Plan

~

Nursing Scholarships &
Nursing Stipends Awarded

~

Fast Track Career Paths

~

Medical, Dental, Vision, and
more ...

.•..••

J. .....

Micron Technology, Inc. 'is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of superior-quality semiconductor memory
solutions. Our DRAM, SRAM and Flash memory products are
integral to numerous electronic products, including
PCs, workstations, servers and personal items such as cell
phones, MP3 players and digital cameras.
Your career-at Micron will encompass challenge, excitement
and leading-edgetechnology. We invite you to cons'.derjoining
a dynamic team of dedicated professionals. come learn more.
about the career that awaits you at Micron!

MEET MICRON RECRUITERS!
BSU CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, October 18, 9a.m.-3 p.m,
'Student Union Jordan Ballroom
Please contaclCareer Services for additional information.

Micron .otters ,highly competitive
compensation 'and benefits,including
medical/dental/vision coverage, profit
,sharing, stock purchase, and. 401(k).
Promoting healththrough physical fitness,
. Micron has an 8,000 square foot fitness
center located atour Boise site, as well as
a healthcare facility available on-site. '

AP·PLICABLEMV.JORS.: .
Physics
·'Chemistry .
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electronics Technology
Computer Information Systems
M'al1agement Information Systems
,,lnstructional.and,"performance'Jechnology

Micron Technology, Inc.
, 8000 S.FederalWay
P.O.Box 6, MS707-941
Boise,ldaho83?~7·0006
Fax:(208)3~8·4641,Attn:~41
,E·mail~hrwebmaSter@micron.com

I"IIC:Flg~r
Building The Future Dcllv"

•

www.mlcron.com
~_~
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Your Job FaJr
Portfolio
Following are
some of the

things you will '
need to bring
with you to the
job fair:

.

,

~'

'

<:

'.Vi

.: '-~~;
.

>': '";'-

:~':::.~,
~~';,:~:,;l
;~';
"

'~."" ;.,> ..,:\','C,

',:,<-,,~,

Everything I needed to know 1didn't learn
In college.
27% Pretty well.,
"
10% Very well.
Total: 40225 votes
(taken with permissiol1fro.~~.mlitle,ROl~sat¥~i1..
ster.com. Results are from visitors to Jhe,website
and not statisticallyaccurate.)

fashions. Make sure you wear
a classic business suit. Keep it
conservative
so that their
focus is on you, not your
clothes.
The rdajor Job Fair Error
Nearly
Every
College
Student Makes
They get in line. If there is
one reality of life that college
provides excellent training
for, it is standing in lines.
Whether it's waiting in line at
registration at beginning of
the year, waiting in line outside the bookstore for your
textbooks, waiting in line for
lunch, or just waiting in line
outside your professor's office
with the other three students
who flunked the midterm, college is very good for developing the "there-is-a-line-let'sgo-stand-in-it" mentality.

lifT

i'.·...

il.,.'i,1.:i\'.l.,." •. !i. .
J"1'1';\'
J u u.!i\;
EN'

Portfolio - Your 9"x12"
leather-bound or vinyl- bound
portfolio will be used to store
your resume and letters of
recommendation, and for taking notes after talking, with
each company.

Resume - Yes, you are
required to bring one. And it
better be an outstanding one
Briefcase - The amount of
because at the end of the day it
information you pick up at a
is often difficult for recruiters
job fair can sometimes be
to sort out the bad from the
rather daunting. A briefcase
good. Bring at least two copies
gives you amini-office which
of your resume for each com.
to operate, including storage
pany you plan to speak with.
for extra copies of your·
This is a good time to use colresume and letters of recomored resume paper (colored,
mendation. It also provides a
yet conservative). If you have
much more professional look
multiple job objectives, bring
than the plastic bag most job
multiple resumes. And do not
fair attendees walk around
bring a cover letter-you
are
with, loaded their information
the cover letter to your
cache of the day.
resume.
Letters
of
Recommendation
M'ake
Dress - Image is crucial at a .
copies of your top three letters
job fair--even more important '
of recommendation multiplied
than at ailormal
interview
by the number of companies
since decisions are made much
you plan to meet with. Make
more quickly. This is the time
sure all of the companies you
to model the latest in campus
are interested in get copies of

Ho""iv/ell~()')Io~:thlok;i~~~,t'i"(
col~~.~,Et,.~cI.uC;9t'91j('P'~~~g[~~,.·
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your letters of recommendation. It will force them to file
you differently from the rest of
their stack of resumes.
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Software Developers
Fast Enterprises is a growing international
software company with
openings in Boise, 10 for talented individuals
interested in a
challenging career in product development
and multiphase
implementations.
Positions are available for Software Developers.
As a member of
our Idaho team, you'll be involved with all phases of the
TlOl
successful implementation
of our unique GenTax
revenue
system. We offer an Innovative environment,
a competitive
compensation/
benefits package and the state-of-the-art
tools our
professionals
need to perform their roles, including the use of a
notebook computer.
Qualifications
In addition to excellent technical and
communication
skills we require a university degree in computer
science or computer/management
Information
systems OR
equivalent combination
of education and experience PLUS
experience using one or a combination
of Visual Basic, SOIJUNIX,
Oracle, NT, Window Development,
SOL Server, MSTxn Server,
COM or DCOM.

forward

Visit us at the career fair or
your resume to: FAX (208) 433·9863
, Ema":Jobs~gentax.com

•For more Information:

."

www.gentax.com

If you are a senior business student (finance, marketing, management,
economics, communications) interestedln a sales I management career
in consumer lending, then we have the opportunity for you.
Wells Fargo Financial offers a great starting salary and a comprehensive
benefits package. Full time positions and internships are available in
Southern Idaho, from the Treasure Valley to Idaho Falls.
Wells Fargo Financial managers run their own operations, hire and train their
own staff, develop their own business and sales prospects, and more importantly
are rewarded on the basis of individual management performance.

Stop by our table at the career fair
on October 18th to find out more information .

-_. -------
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

ant to work for a dynamic, high technology software company? How about If

W
1.
~
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.

that company had more than 20 years of experience and an established

customer base of Fortune 500 companies? Would you be motivated to work in a

Graduate School and
.Professional Program Day
The Boise State Career Center will be sponsoring the second
Idaho Graduate School and Professional Program Day,
Thursday, November 9 at the Boise State University Student
Union, Jordan Ballroom, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. This event
will be co-hosted with Albertson College and Northwest
Nazarene University and is designed for all students and individuals in Idaho and the surrounding areas who are interested in
pursuing advanced degrees. Students will have the opportunity
to meet representatives from law schools, medical schools, chiropractic schools, as well as a variety of other programs. Schools
from throughout the Northwest, as well as across the country
have been invited to participate. To view which schools and programs
have registered
to attend, view our website:
http://career.boisestate.edu/grad-day.htm.
If you have any questions regaraing this event, please contact
Alan Bakes the Career Center at 426-1747.

casual, professional environment that provided flexible work hours? Then H&W is

•

decision making.

r

just the place for youl

> High pay

> Casual dress code

> Comprehensive benefits including 401 K

> Flexible work hours

> Professional work environment

> And the list goes on and onl

If you are looking for a great place to work and are,willing to learn and grow your
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skills In a challenging business environment with great opportunities for
advancement, then H&W is right for you. See for yourself what H~W has to offer at

~
<: the Boise State University Career Fair. You might be surprised how well qualified

is
~ you are for a successful career at one of Idaho's premier companies.
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II&W COMPUTER

Send resumes to:
Personnel Director

SYSTEMS.
-----_.

H&W Computer Systems"lnc.
P.O. Box 46019
Boise, 10 83711

__ .~-~._-_._INC.

www.hwcs.com

Fax: (208) 377-0069

IBM Partner In Development

•

.Over '20 representatives will be there:

",

•

c
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CbmprehensiveBeneflts

•

•

E·mall: Jobs@hwcs.com

Professional Wort< Environment

Learn about employers. internships and career opportunities.
Graduating students - dress, professionally and bring your resume!

.~
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c
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Make contacts - network!

$100 BSU Bookstore Certificates
35mm Camera
CD Boombox
Walkman
and more

~
o

Career/Job Fair
Register to Win Prizes!

g

'm

We offer ...

High Pay

Health Care Facilities
Government Agencies
School Districts
Various Local and National Businesses

~

~

In all business disciplines.

s,

Speak with many different representatives - they are attending to provide students with valuable information .regarding
their organizations.
Representatives are excellent resources to help in your career

~

~

Located right here in Boise, Idaho, H&W is always looking for the right individuals'

~
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ProfessionalWork Bwironment

•

Q>mprehensiveBeneflts

- ;. '--.'....

Octob.er 18
9a.m.-3p.m.

SUBJordan Ballroom
For a complete listing of representatives look at
the Web: career.boisestate.edu/carfair.htm

Sponsored by the BSUCareer Center
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need to get rid of something?
(need some cash 1)

arbiteronline.com··
sell it in the

classifieds

..

.'

free e-mail / up-to-date news / planner / bookXchange / classifieds / chat
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continued from D9. 16 .
If your heat doesn't work
and the landlord
doesn't
attempt to fix it at your
request.
Discrimination:
if your
landlord charges $500 rent to
a female versus $400 rent for
the same unit to a male.
If' my landlord is knocking do I have to let them in?
According to Idaho law
there are. no stipulations on
whether the landlord has the'
right to enter the premises.
The rental agreement should
reserve to the landlord the
right to enter the property to
make repairs, to inspect for
damage, to show the property
to prospective purchasers, and
to show the property
to
prospective tenants near the
end of the lease, as long as
such entry is at a reasonable
time and is done in a reasonable manner. In addition, a

•

provision should be included
in the rental ; agreement
explaining
the landlord's
rights when a tenant is in
default in the rent and has
been absent from the premises
for a considerable period of
time.
If the rental agreement
does not address the landlord's
right to enter the premises, the
landlord should notify the tenant as to the necessity of
entry, requesting permission
to enter in a reasonable man. nero The tenant should .not
refuse permission for reasonable entry by the landlord.
Although the law is not
clear, a landlord who has reasonable cause to believe that
damage is occurring to the
property probably has the
right to enter to inspect for
damage. However, if possible,
arrangements for entry should
be made with the tenant.

The vague nature of the
initial rental agreement
leaves most tenants
unaware of the rights they
have ...
"rr I leave my microwave at
the apartment can they take
it?
If a tenant leaves property
of value behind after vacating
the premises, the landlord has
no right to immediately dispose of the property, but rather has an
obligation to reasonably safeguard
the property until it
is properly disposed
of. The property
may be reclaimed by
the tenant or disposed of in. accordance
with
the
abandoned
or
unclaimed property
laws of the State of
Idaho.
Idaho law does
not provide for a
landlord's lien on
the property, which
belongs to a tenant.
Rental agreements
sometimes grant to
the landlord a lien
on
the
tenant's
property.
Courts
have upheld similar
agreements
when
the tenant knowingly and voluntarily
enters
into, and
understands
the
consequences
o~
such agreements.
What can I do if
they are trying to
evict me before my
lease is up?
When a rental
agreement is for a
specified time, no
legal right exists to
terminate it prior to
the expiration
of
the agreement.

Generally, a periodic tenancy, such asa month-to-month
tenancy, can be -terrninated by
either party to the rental
agreement upon one month's
advance written notice to the
other party. Idaho Legal Aid
Services advise tenants "to put
the termination notice in writing and give it personally to
the landlord."
What if I want to leave
before my lease is up?
A tenant does have the
right to sublet, that is, rent the
premises to another, unless the
rental agreement specifically
prohibits this. An original tenant who does sublet remains
responsible to the landlord,
unless otherwise stated in the
rental agreement.
Can my landlord really
kick me out?
Renters' have the right to
possess the property during
the rental agreement. When a
rental agreement expires, the
landlord has the right to have
possession of the property
returned. If the tenant does
not vacate the property'at that
time, a landlord cannot lock a
tenant out without a court
order. Idaho law requires the
landlord to give certain notice
to the tenant and, if necessary,
institute formal legal proceedings to regain possession of
the property.
If a tenant violates the
terms of the rental agreement,
such as failing to pay rent; the
landlord can take steps to evict
the tenant
For any renter in need of
legal assistance over a dispute,
contact ASBSU at 426-1440.
They can provide free attorney consultations for these
problems.

Alternative
renters

options

for

"I was tired of throwing
away money every month on
rent so I found a place to buy.
It took a while to get everything ready, but now I pay less
than I was paying before and I
am making an investment,"
said a BSU student:
For low- to moderateincome families there are
many government agencies
and programs that can help
you get into
a home.
Neighborhood
Housing
Services (NHS) of Boise helps
. those who can't get conventional loans. Many mortgage
companies and banks require
a down payment on a home
which means saving up money
to buy. NHS gives 100%
financing on a home so you
don't have to make a down
payment.
Kathy Nelson with NHS
said, ''Neighborhood revitalization targets different parts
of the city and gives them a
facelift,"
She also said that NHS
tries to provide many other
services to help people in the
Boise community. The goal of .
NHS is to help people get into
decent and affordable homes.
NHS provides a home ownership seminar for those looking to purchase II home. You
can get more information on
home ownership by calling
NHS at 343-4065.
Other resources for first
time homebuyers include:
Idaho
Housing
and
Finance Association. They
provide home purchase programs and grants for closing
costs and down payment
assistance.
They
can be
reached at 331-4754USDA Rural Development
provides
safe, well-built,
affordable homes in rural
areas. QUalified applicants can
receive payment assistance
(subsidy) on their loan. They
can be reached in Caldwell at
454-8691.
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celebrate a rapist, murderer

History doesn't always expose a greedy, criminal Columbus
by Francisco PedTaza

Special to the Arbiter

.'

supposeI am the only person in Boise who is NOT a supporter
of the Aryan Nations who is NOT happy about this multi-million-dollar judgment against Richard Butler. Now his followers will
disperse to God-only-knows-where; maybe next door to you.
Come to think of it, it was a public service to have all of these
rabid racists assembled in one remote, easily observed location. It
was almost like a prison that didn't cost us anything to operate. And
it would be a public service if the American people took up a collection to buy Butler a new compound, preferably in Canada or New
Zealand.
Finally, what was the responsibility of our government in this
sordid affair? Why were those "innocent civilians" permitted in the
vicinity of Butler's compound? Why were there no signs: "WARNING: Dangerous racists. Proceed at your own risk."? Why were
there no detour roads?
Butler should sue Kootenai County and the State of Idaho for
their failure to warn the public of a clear and present danger-him.
Perhaps then he could buy back his compound and save us the trouble.

I

Ferdinand Galliano
Boise

Words are powerful

...

The Arbiter actively seeks open discussion on issues of public and campus concern, and welcomes your letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted with a name, daytime telephone number and be no longer than 300 words in length. AIl
letters are subject to editing for length,and clarity. .
Letters to the editor can be dropped off. at the Arbiter's
plush basement office across from the SUB.· Letters can' also
be submitted via snail mail to: the Arbiter at 1910 University
Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725. For speedy delivery fax letters to
(£08) 426-3198 or send e-mail to
arbiter@email.boisestate.edu.

he United States observed
October
as
T
Columbus Day earlier this week.
9,

2000

Just to clear up any confusion let
us examine the legacy of
Christopher Columbus.
Most of us learned in elementary school that Columbus
navigated the Atlantic Ocean for
which .the Spanish Crown
awarded him the title, 'Admiral
of the Ocean Sea." Some of us
were told that he discovered
America.
Actually, Arawaks (Natives of
Bahama) were living here long
before Columbus learned how to
read a compass, so it did not
need to be discovered. What history does not always tell us is
that the Arawaks knew the
Caribbean well enough to guide
Columbus around, so exploring
had already been accomplished.
Perhaps a look at what
Columbus accomplished, and
what he is rarely assigned
responsibility, for will assist us
in formulating an appropriate
title, because ~1\dmiral of the
Ocean Sea" is not sufficient.
Howard Zinn's A People'S
History if the United States from
1492 to Present is a historical
account not present in most histories. Many of us never
learned that, "when Columbus
and his sailors came ashore car-·
rying swords, speaking oddly;
the Arrawaks ran to greet them,
brought them food/water; gifts."

~

Zinn notes that the people
welcoming the Europeans "were
remarkable for their hospitality,
their belief in sharing."
Columbus, however, had a
most unusual way of thanking
the Arawaks, Driven by a desire
to collect gold, and not to establish harmonious relationships,
Columbus capitalized on the
Arawaks' hospitality.
Zinn
provides
detailed
accounts of Columbus and his
crew taking Arawaks by force to
guide the Spaniards to a metal
that was not abundant in the·
region. The mountains of gold
that Columbus dreamed of did
not exist.
If collecting gold was the
motive, and there was none to
be found
in satisfactory
amounts, then Columbus could
have conceivably apologized for
taking people by force, turned
his ship around and reporting.
accordingly to the Spanish
Crown. Instead Columbus takes
more Arawaks forcefully as
"slave labor on huge estates,
known later as "encomiendas".
In this context it becomes
clear why the Arawaks began to
resist collectively. Arawaks
killed Columbus' men stationed
in Haiti "after they had roamed
the island in gangs looking for
go!g, taking. women and children as slaves for sex and labor."
Can you blame a people for
engaging in battle after being so.
generous' and in return receiving
inhumane
treatment?
Despite Arawak efforts, Zinn
points, out: resistance "faced

Spaniards who had armor, muskets, swords, horses." The
weapons, armor and horses easily sealed the victory for the
Europeans but the degree to
which these. advantages. were
exercised is inexcusable.
The final outcome, "In t.wo
years, through murder, mutilation, or suicide, half of the
250,000 Indians on Haiti were
dead."
Examining history in this
light illuminates the reasoning
behind efforts to expose
Columbus for the thief, rapist,
and murderer that he was. This
is all in stark contrast with what
we learn in grade school, but
that should not surprise us
because as Zinn writes, "a report
of the year 1650 shows none of
the original Arawaks or their
descendents left on the island."
This is genocide; now we can
also add "war criminal" to the
list of Columbus' titles. In addition to 'Admiral of the Ocean
Sea", "Thief, Rapist, and MassMurder" more appropriately
describe Christopher Columbus
and his legacy.
So remember that Oct. 9 our
.nation observes a man with an
incomplete title, and deserves so
much, much more recognition.
Or does he?

-

University owes researchers under fire
Time to come to the aid of Wines et. al
by ASBSU President
Peterson

Nate

nregards to the September
Arbiter
article,
I
"Retraction spurs battle for
27,

academic freedom", it is apparent that the. University of
Denver has some explaining
to do and that Boise State
University has an inherent
responsibility to take action.
The burden of proof is
clearly on the University of
Denver, for they published the
article and have yet to substantiate their claim that the
article was not consistent with

their editorial standards.
It. seems reasonable
to
assume that the University of
Denver is at this time without
an argument. Their 87 word
statement on retracting the
article 'contained claims, but
. no backing tied to those
claims.
If the arguments of Wines,
Buchanan, and Smith were so
faulty, then why have they not
been addressed in the traditional process of debate in the
academic community?
It must be noted that Wines
and Buchanan are full profes-

sors, with extensive publication resumes dwarfing that of
most professors.
On a personal perspective,
Bill Wines is one of the best
professors I have ever had the
pleasure of taking a class
from. He has had a profound
influence on how I function in
my job as the ASBSU
President and I would call him
the closest person I have to
being a mentor.
As Senator for the College
of Business and Economics
two years ago, I sat oncornmittees that Wines was a
member of. His opinion and

reasoning were respected and
adhered to by the other faculty
members on the committee. He
put in extra time on the committee, which to me indicates
that he- has a commitment to
the development and progress
of the college.
We owe Professors Wines
and Buchanan our support
simply because they have given
us their best.
Furthermore,
an attack
upon the academic integrity
and quality of our scholars is
an attack upon the academic
integrity and quality of our
university. It demeans our pro-

fessors scholarship and cast
dispersions on the quality of
professors working at BSU.
As a student and member of
the BSU community, Iam concerned for our. reputation and
the welfare of our scholars.
It is. my contention that
BSU has a fundamental
responsibility in defending the
reputation
of Wines and
Buchanan by administering
any financial
and .legal
resources necessary for them
to sue the University
of
Denver and punish them for
their lack of academic integrity.
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Protest decoder
at ring enclosed

Th

In response, he received a

by LesIei~h Owen
the Arbiter
ith all the terms bandied
about in the press, it's
W
easy to find oneself confused
by the events motivating the
IMF protest on September 26.
The Idaho Statesman seethes
with such juicy terms as "IMF,"
"police brutality," and "disorderly conduct" without ever
really stopping to 'shed any
light on them. For' all the general public knows, a bunch of
granola-crunchers'
ventured
out one lovely Tuesday eve to
rally against the Ice Cream
Manufacturers
of Florida
(IMF), thereby forcing police
officers to reluctantly escort
twenty or so of them to the
county lockup,
I know rally attendees
worry that the reasons motivating their protest will shrivel
in the shadow of the "police
brutality" or "not policy brutality" debate. Since all of these
concepts, from the IMF to
police intervention, interrelate,
I've provided a handy-dandy
glossary of terms you'll need
to decode the press' coverage of
the IMF protest and the protestors'
subsequent
press
release.
Although I only attended
part of, the festivities, I did end
up spending the remainder, ~f
my evening at the county Jail
on a friend's behalf I've used
his story and others', in addition to Idaho law, to construct
the following list

IMF:

The issue motivating the
protestors' rally, marches an?
intersection-plugging. In addition to lil' 01' Boise's, IMF
protests actually spanned the
globe, finding home~ in ~plus additional American Cities.
'''IMF''
stands
for
International MoneU2ry Fund, a

surprise, four-to-five-officer,knocked-dovvn-androughed-up invitation to
spend a spell in jail.
lending instituti~n created in
1944 to "promote economic
cooperation" and loan monies
-to its member countries during
times of financial need. Ever
eager to expand its range and
influence forty years later, the
IMF donned the cloak of philanthropy and handed out loans
to Third World countries like
fish and bread to a starving
crowd. The catch? In order to
ensure debt repayment, the
IMF forces its debtor countries
to cut social programs and
eliminate tariffs and other hindrances that might discourage
multinational
corporations,
.from waltzing in and reaping
the benefits of the countries'
poor economies and desperate
labor force. Does the rationale
remain unclear? Try this: take a
desperate, impoverished country; give them some big bucks
with a lot of social, educational,
environmental and economic
strings attached; wait for the
economy and the social programs to collapse under the
weight of the debt and then
move in for the capitalist kill.

"Civil"dlsobedience:
A concept and practice with
a long and glorious past,
encompassing such greats as
Gandhi, Rosa Parks and the
American Indian Movement.

Random
House Webster's
College Dictionary defines civil
disobedience as "the refusal to
obey certain governmental laws
or demands in order to influence legislation or policy.. :'but
many groups define 'it as 'a
means to practice solidarity, elevate their cause and effect a
'social or legal change, often at
the expense of their own freedom. I heard rumors on Sept.
26 that many protestors' plans
included .ending the evening
with a visit to the posh Ada
County Resort.

Disorderly conduct

6410, ITD entails "two or more
persons [who] assemble for the
purpose of disturbing the public peace, or committing any
unlawful act, and do not disperse on being desired or commanded to do so by a public officer." Seems pretty clear cut, and
a lot more realistic than imagining a bunch of anti-racists and
environmentalists
dancing
around a bank-president-fueled
bonfire.

Riot
The term used by the media
and the police to describe the
protest on September 26.
According to statute 18-6401,
however, a riot involves "(a)
physical injury to any person;
or (b) damage or destruction to
public pr private property; or (c)
a disturbance of 'the public
peace." Call me a stickler for
details, -but which seems more
riotous: a group of Nader-voting progressives blocking an
intersection or a large crew of
armed police officers seizing.
and dragging the aforementioned progressives, sometimes
sans forewarning, to a busturned-paddywagon?

Excessive force by
a police officer:

, AKA: "police brutality")
The initial charge against
Any time a police officer uses
the protestors, although many
force that exceeds the amount of
of their incarcerators failed to
resistance or force she or he
immediately supply, let 'alone
encounters from the civilian(s).
explain, the reason behind their
In order to settle this matter for
arrests. When the police finally
my own peace of mind, I took a
stopped playing "pin the charge
moment and added the compoon the protestor" among themselves and decided on this one, nents together. A. In order to
the protestors most or- elevate their cause in the public
view, many of the protestors
whom hadn't even used the "F'
anticipated, even desired, their
word, let alone broken downtown windows or kicked mewl- arrests; plus B. Many of the
protestors received physical
ing kittens - balked.
injuries during. their arrests,
ranging from knees and feet in
Failure to disperse:
the back to gang attacks by sevThe lesser charge with
eral
officers at once to having
which the police finally agreed
their faces dragged in asphalt
to charge .the _ protestors.
According to Idaho Code 18- while officers carried them by

their handcuffs; equals C. A
nonviolent group who welcomed jail time (and therefore
had no reason to resist it) was
nonetheless
brutalized
by
police officers. Something didn't.quite add up, so I asked my
formerly incarcerated friend for
clarification. Although not a
protestor, he explained; he did
verbally challenge from the
sidelines the officers' level of
force. In response, he received a
surprise,
four-to-five-officer,
knocked-down-and-roughedup invitation to spend a spell in
jail.
'
I've readthe papers and suffered through the TV news, listening to the silence surrounding the protest's underlying
issues. I know most of the protestors worry that, even now,
most people remain ignorant of
the "IMF' heck, the news even
reduced the protestors' October
third press conference, which
'should have kept the IMF and
the police's actions in the forefront, to "good cop/bad cop"
sound bytes.
My response
to these
activists: art represents life, my
lovelies. The IMF, cape billowing, stepped in to protect those
Third World, powerless countries from their own economic
crises, right? Where would you
have ended up if the peace offi- ~ .
cers, billy clubs gleaming, hadn't helped save you from the
dangers of your own nonviolent trotest? And so the cycle
continues.
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Reaganomics aided
national economy .

hange

Contrary to Leftist assertions, the 'best pres!denf
left America a prosperous legacy

This Week's Episode: Neurotic City Part 2
by C. Dale Slack m, Esq.

the Arbiter

'mgetting old. Maybe not actually, physically, or in years per se,

Reagan was the best
Ibut I fmd myself doing things that only old people do. The old Ronald
president that this country
saying goes that age is a state of mind; my age, then, is roughly
has seen since Abraham
thirty-eight. Maybe creeping up on fourty-two. The horrible thing
is, you never see it coming. One day you're running across campus
yipping and squealing like a kid, the next you're coming home for
dinner and helping the kids with homework. After weeks of examining and scrutinizing my routine, I've come up with a simple questionaire to help you determine if you have this problem.

1. Have you recently complained aloud about the price of a
canned good at the supermarket (Extra points if you mentioned
remembering when it was 79 cents)?
2. Do any of the following words, names or phrases elicit a
chuckle: Beldar, "two wild and crazy guys," Great Society, "could it
beeeeee... Satan," Tony Clifton, bandage on President Ford's head?
3. Do you notice the excessive amount of swearing/sexual
content of movies and sitcoms?
40. Have you recently had problems figuring out a new computer program?
5. Do you regularly use any of the following words or phrases: Sofa, not too shabby, guesstimate, touch-base, downtime, glove box, dapper, thanks a bunch, supper, meds? .
6.
Do you have.a desk? (Extra points for one 'with pigeonholes)
7. Have you recently refered to a favorite discontinued sketch
or character from Saturday Night Live only. to have your friends
look .at you in astonishment as. if you were nuts. and you explain
"You know, John Levitz, 'yeah ... that's the ticket .. : that one?" and
they just keep looking and then Aaron Keifer punches you and
steals your wallet (Extra points if you're not me)? .
8. Have you ever gone to the post office to purchase extranice stamps?
9. Do you own any of the following. a contour pillow, a beaded car-seat cover, a record player, 45's, a canister set, fountain pen, anything from Ronco®, a child?
10. Do you have a special day set aside for any the following:
laundry, household cleaning, letter writing, grocery shopping, bank business?
11. Have you visited a doctor recently just for a check-up?
(Extra points for a proctologist/Ob-Gyn)
12. Do you ever find yourself wondering what it is you came
into a room for?
13. Have you recommended a particular brand of shampoo,
soap, medicine, detergent or diaper to a friend (Extra
points if you were vehement in your reccomendation)?
140.Do you have a special jar for change (Extra points if it has
a label)?
15. Do you ever actually fill out questionaires or quizzes in
magazines or newspapers?
To determine your approximate age, multiply the number of
yes answers by three and subtract six.

.,

Wisdom Nugget
"Clothes make the man; naked people have little
or no influence in society."
-Mark Twain

Lincoln. While this statement
will knock leftists to the floor
and give them uncontrollable
twitches, .it remains true. A
mere examination of the facts
shows us why Reagan truly is
one of America's greatest presidents.
Most leftists roll their eyes
in disagreement when informed
of how important Reagan was
(and still is) to America. They
quickly point out that budget
deficits grew during the 1980's.
These same leftists usually follow up this point by remarking
how under Clinton we now have
budget surpluses. Then the
comments start to come in on
how Reagan gave all those evil
rich people tax cuts while abandoning the needs' of the poor.
Well folks, this false interpretation is about to end.
As most of us are aware, all
bills for federal spending must
originate in the House of
Representatives, Again, as most
of us are aware, the Democrats
had a stranglehold on the
House during the Eighties and

The
half of the Nineties. Since more than projected.
Democrats saw this and decidCongress .must approve all
ed to increase spending by $4025
spending bills, how is it that
Talk about
Ronald Reagan gets blamed for billion dollars.
fuzzy math.
Perhaps the'
growing the deficit? It was the
democrats were using Al
. Democrats that felt they needed
Gore's calculator to figure that
to spend more than what they
took from the people. Yes, out. It doesn't take a genius to
see how the deficit grew.
Reagan did sign the spending
Reagan also had the master
bills. However, in order to get
his military budgets passed, he economic plan. When he took
officeJan. 20, 1981, the country
had to pass the Democrats big
faced double-digit inflation,
government, social engineering
high unemployment, and interplans.
est rates of 21.5 percent. Due
Ah, but what about those
unfair tax cuts? Leftists will say to Reagan's tax cuts, the economy jump-started.
In fact,
that if Reagan would have
today's prosperity is a direct
raised taxes, the government
would have hal more revenue, . result of the economic plans of
Ronald Reagan. If one looks at
thereby reducmg the deficit.
What
a
1\ vely theory. .a line graph of economic
growth over the last 25 years,
Unfortunately it does not work.
they would see a sharp down- .
In fact, just the opposite is true.
turn during the Carter years.
When the government raises
Starting in 1982, after Reagan's
taxes, revenues
go down
economic plan, the line goes'
because people start hoarding
steadily
upwards
through
their money instead of pumptoday. There was a minor
ing it into the economy One
adjustment in 1992 that econolaw of economics to remember:
mists today refer to as an
When 'taxes go down, the govadjustment. This adjustment
ernment increases revenue.
was due to the fact that the
This was true during the
economy' grew so fast during
1980's. Ronaldus Maximus
the eighties that it needed to be
slashed taxes by 30 percent
across the board in 1982. In .bumped down to a manageable
pace.
1983,.the government took ina
whopping $375 billion dollars
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Go anywhere online up to 900% faster than with a standard modem. ~~IIyou need is the speed ofDSL.
No dial up
and no waiting

to

get

online.

Surf the Web AND talk on the phone at the same time.
No more

waiting

to ge t off

the

for

your

roommates

phone.

YOiJte always connected, with nearly Instant access to any site.
Flies
are

that

typically

complete

take

In only

From online research to exchanging
DSL

from

Qwest

will

minutes

to download

seconds.

Information,

accelerate

your

education.

Call now to accelerate your education. 1-877-236-8169.
ride the light,
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megaspeed.com
V.90

Our Internal access service Is engineered to support. but does not guarantee. speeds up'to 56k using the
protocol. Service Is capable of receMng speeds up to 56k and sending speeds up to 31.2k.
ActUliI speeds may vary depending on IIne"condltlon. weather and other factors. Due to FCC regulations which restrict power output of service providers' modems. receMng speeds are limited to 56k. An
IntertATA tJansport fee, se,1by T·NETlX a Giobal Service Provider. and not by Qwesl, Is required for access to the Internet
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'No sweat, no big deal
..

A day (and night) with Sir Anthony Hopkins
explained how the event would
proceed. 22 lucky people had
their names called out as their
J\ n Honorary Patron for pre-submitted questions were
selected for Hopkins' comnNew
Heritage Theatre,
ments. Microphones were set
Company,
Sir
Anthony
up for them to later ask their
Hopkins (or Tony as he likes to
questions in turn. After that she
be called), was in Boise Sept. SO
introduced Cavanaugh to the
for a question and answer sesstage. Applause greeted the
sion, a press conference, and a
NHTC
founder
as
she'
formal dinner at the Centre on
approached the set. Cavanaugh
the Grove.
explained. why Hopkins was
NHTC Founder and Artistic
there, what the goals of NHTC
Director; Sandra Cavanaugh,
studied theater in London with 'are, - and, then introduced
Hopkins to the audience.
Hopkins and, her dear friend,
Clad in blue jeans, a buttonHopkins agreed to come to
Boise to help kick things off. down shirt, 'and a brown leather
Fundraising efforts are in full jacket, Hopkins received a
standing ovation. The atmosswing toward the-renovation of
phere in the house was electric
the old Armory on Reserve St.
in Boise, soon to be the home ' as he walked along the stage
waving to everyone. Finally, the
for NHTC's Conservatory and
two .sat in their lounge chairs
Repertory Theater. When the
and the Q&A session began.
renovation
is
complete,
What was supposed to be an
Hopkins hopes to come back to
event lasting from 2:00pm to
Boise to teach theater students
s:30pm went a bit overtime
at the new NHTC home.
To start the eventful day, because Hopkins, in his genuine
and caring style, gave each and
Cavanaugh and Hopkins' held
every question considerate and
the Q&A session at the
insightful answers. The quesMorrison Center main hall.
tions ranged from personal to
Hundreds were in attendance
professional, and Hopkins sucranging from elementary age
ceeded in teaching, as well as
children, to seniors, to college
being very personable.
students, to travelers from out
One of the bigger lessons he
of state. As everyone anxiously
teaches is what he calls
awaited Hopkins' entrance, a
"NSNBD" (No Sweat No Big
very casual set was on the main
Deal). Hopkins said that there
stage. Two cozy lounge chairs,
are too many actors out there
a table, and a gold pitcher with
that are "damaged goods", and
two goblets for Hopkins and
stress too much about their actCavanaugh were the scene.
ing styles and approaches.
As the house lights dimmed,
"Learn the lines", he said. The
the large crowd immediately
lines do all of the work and so
hushed. NHTC, Campaign
does the audience. The actor's
Chair, Jeannie Fisher, walked on
job is to know the lines and the
and set the casual tone as she

by Beth Schmidt
Arbiter Contributor
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character. If one embraces the
"NSNBD" ideal, the job comes
to them much easier.
Among one of the answers
to the plethora of questions
thrown at Hopkins, he said that
the role of Hannibal Lecter in
Silence of the Lambs was the
one that changed his career.
Suddenly doing an improvisation of the Hannibal character,
and from the "Lambs" script, he
said, "I just feel very peculiar",
as the crowd laughed with him.
He holds a wonderful ability to '
inform and entertain the audience while keeping the atmosphere light. Sharing his personal stories was a delight. He lives
in Los Angeles in a small-home
as he sees it a 'waste to buy a
mansion with empty rooms
he'll never use. He calls himself
a "beach bum" and loves to take
long drives, sometimes crosscountry. He doesn't socialize
with other actors at home. One
of his best friends is an owner
of a Laundromat. Hopkins then
cracked a joke that when he's
not acting he works at a gas station in his spare time. He says
his life is good, and he wants to
keep everything simple.
Shortly after the Q&A session, Hopkins, Cavanaugh, and
Fisher held a press conference
on the stage. Treasure Valley
TV stations busily set their
equipment up while Hopkins
patiently let people clip microphones to his shirt. Journalists
asked questions similar to those
asked in the previous event.
When I inquired to his plans for
teaching at NHTC in the future,
Hopkins replied, ..... I'd like to
do that, because acting has its

'-"-

Dirk Kempthorne,
Patricia
great advantages, but there's a
Kempthorne, and Mayor Brent
time I'd like to take off and just
Coles greeted the guests before
do something that is helping
they were ushered to' their
out. I like working with stutables. Once again, Cavanaugh
dents. I just enjoy it .. .it's fun".
and Hopkins were introduced
Cavanaugh also replied, ''Yeah
and they received a standing
you should've seen me the day
ovation as they walked to their
he said that if we had any positable. Though it was a formal
tions 'open, and if I wanted him
event, Hopkins shook hands
to do that, he would like to do
and hugged those he met,
that (laughter). That's what he
including yours truly. A very
said to me over the phone, And,
approachable man, Hopkins,
you know, I had to pick myself
graciously signed autographs,
back up and put myself back in
-Iet
guests have their photo
the chair."
taken with him, and joked
Only hours after the Q&A
around while he tried to eat his
session and press conference, a
Chicken Oscar dinner without
formal dinner for NHTC took
interruption.
place at the Centre on the
Cavanaugh presented a slide
Grove. Tuxedos and sequined
show of NHTC Armory plans, .
dresses abounded among the
and classes and programs for
candlelit tables and beautiful
table arrangements. Governor • students. Hopkins then held

The self-styled beach bum and acclaimed Oscar winner
charms the Boise theatre crowd.
photo by: Beth Schmidt the Arbiter
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"Don't Look, Ethel! It's
Thaddeus Marks"

Through NHTC and the backing of all who support it, anyone can have a chance to succeed in Idaho theater. Hopkins
said, "It takes a lot of guts to be
by Kate Hoffinan
an actor ... you have to be tough
. the Arbiter
and strong". While stressing
humor, love, passion, and enjoyKate Hoffinan: Who are you?
ment in life,even in career gam- . TM: My name is Thaddeus Michael Marks. (Smirks.) Do you want
bles he never strays from "No my social security number too?
Sweat No Big Deal".
KH: That's okay. What's your major?
TM: Elementary education, Spanish ESL.
KH: So you speak Spanish?
TM: I try. So I can pass my classes.
KH: So do you want to teach in the valley?
TM:Uh-huh.
KH: I hope you've got a nice, sturdy cardboard box to live in.
TM: What do you mean by that?
KH: Idaho doesn't exactly pay its teachers very well.
TM: Well, maybe if Bush gets elected, things will go a little
smoother ... I hope.
KH: So you're voting for Bush?
TM: As of now ... yes.
KH: Did you vote for his dad?
TM: I was too young to vote. And I didn't care about politics then .
.c,:;.
. f:•. ",.:.~...:.\;:c:;;::;.;?.£:i;:.:,.'il~: :,¥rli..c'.:.'2:., ..::,').~'.,··.:X;'l.6:'~:""i!; :.';:'.:
...·.•.:.·L~.,1·,·j :,;,,;,. "'; ·.:'.c.".·, ",
(Laughs.) My grandparents know Bush Sr. and Barbara. On a per-_
sonal basis, I guess.
KH: Ever been to their house?
Receive 1000 minutes free on
TM: The Bush residence? No. I've never met them. I said my
grandparents knew them, but that doesn't mean I've met them.
weekends, free long distance anytime.
KH: If you went, would you look inside their medicine cabinet?
Free Qualcomm digital phone (2 yr
700
TM: What for? (Pauses.) Pot?
500
250
contract) and a free 100 minutes for
KH: Why? Do you think you'd find pot?
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
TM: (Laughs, shakes head.) No! I was being sarcastic. Why would
mentioning this limited time offer
I want to look in their medicine cabinet?
$50/mo
$40/mo
$30/mo
KH: It's your duty as a red-blooded American to check up on our
political leaders.
TM: No comment. Can we talk about something else?
Calling PlanS. include the following
KH: Okay. What would you like to talk about?
.,
TM:'(Laughs.) I don't know. Aren't you supposed to be interviewfeatures:
ingme?
KH: Aw,come on. Try something new. Live dangerously.
TM; How 'bout them Dodgers? No, I don't want to say that
Voice Mail with Paging
.KH: Well, how. has your year been so far? Have any trouble with
registration?
Caller ID'
TM: No. Lonly had to pay $5.25 for tuition.
.
Ask me about the new-Family Share'
KH: Wow. Quick, tell me how you pulled that off before someone
plan that allows 2 to 4 phones to talk
Call Forwarding
kills you in a jealous rage.
TM: Well, 'I joined the National Guard, which paid most of my
unlimited between each other with free
Call Waiting
tuition. And I got a scholarship.
long distance for $50 & $80 per month
KH: So, how does it feel to be a celebrity?
.
TM: Is this the part where the interview ends? I have to go to the
3-Way Calling
bathroom.
KH: You realize that all the readers. of the Arbiter now know that
Detailed Billing
you need to go to the bathroom.
TM: Hmm, I was under. the impression that all people go to the
411 Connect Ditectory Assistance
bathroom at onetime or another. Is that so strange to declare that
I have to go? .
KH: Most people keep that a somewhat private part of their every.~"
Local & national numbers, addresses,
.day lives, as opposed to printing it in a campus-wide newspaper.
yellow page information and mo~: .
TM: Most modest people, you mean. I'm not modest
Operators find restaurants, mOVIetimes
KH: Which would explain why you're not wearing any clothes?
and will even connect your local calls
TM: You can't print that in the newspaperl
while you keep your eyes on the road
KH: Why not? You just said you weren't modest
TM: Just because I'm immodest doesn't mean I walk around naked.
er subject to credtt approval. Requires a new line of service with on,: or two-ye~ se~ ag~~en~ $25 activation fee for ne~ Ii
f service on one-year agreement Verizon Wireless ONE·BILL Long Distance seMC8 reqUired. Airtime mcluded on the plan applies to
Besides, that's a false accusation.
Is made in your Home Ra:a area Long distance and roaming charges, " ~y, will app~. ~1s are ~medfrom wh~n you press ~END
KH: Says you.
o a few seconds after you press END while the system confirms the completion of call. Airtime, roaming ~ long distance are bil~
TM: (Laughs.) I'm leaving now.
rounding up to the next full minute so the number of minUldS you are billed may vary from the actual minutes of USB. You are billed
if you or someoneyou kMw deserves a celebriry interview, send an email
or incoming and outgoing calls. You ~ not billed for unanswered ~ or busy sig~ in your V~rizon Wireless ~~ Service ~a
I.e., when your ROAM indicator is 011). see contract Terms and Conditions for adlfllional information. Some resbiclionS apply. Pnce
to BSUcele~tmailcom.
ans with more minutes are available. $30 bill credit for 2
reement on ItaI calli
ns $29.99 or her,

another Q&A session as he
patience, energy, commitment,
walked around the room' from
and genuine demeanor were
table to table. Soft spoken, and . missed by all, But, he'll be back
always the high class man, . next spring.
Hopkins succeeded in making
The New Heritage Theatre
everyone in the room feel as Co. has many exciting things in
though they've known him all
store for Idaho theatre students.
their lives. Cavanaugh and
Having Sir Anthony Hopkins
Fisher's fundraising efforts are
be so deeply involved is just one
off to a dazzling start thanks to' of them. For more information
their friend. Before the dancing
on classes at the NHTC, conbegan it was time for Hopkins
tact Sandra Cavanaugh at 381to go back to his hotel suite for
0958. Or visit their web site at
a well-deserved
rest. His
www. new h er i t a·ge. 0 r g.
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Peppers,Thieves and. STP
Hypnotic imagery and a red-hot beat .
It was a great night for rock.
and roll fans with the Bicycle
Thief and the Stone Temple
Pilots the opening acts for the
Peppers.
.
The Bicycle Thief is the
new band that grew from
Thelonius Monsters, a group
out of Los Angeles. The
Bicycle Thief -is singer/songwriter Bob Forrest's creation.
After Thelonius Monsters
fell apart in 1995, Forrest lost
his passion for the music business and turned to alcohol and
drugs. Finally he turned to the
Chili Peppers for help, wanting

by Sadie Habits &.Nate
Spangler
eventeen years and seven
albums tater the Red Hot
S
Chili Peppers can still make a
crowd. go wild. Sept. 18 they
turned the Idaho Center into a
hypnotic kaleidoscope of video
imagery.
Against a backdrop of dane- ing bears, clouds and band pie. tures, the Chili Peppers pounded out classics such as
"Californication" and "Scar
Tissue."

I,

."

The Peppers told him a talent
like his driving a truck was
ridiculous. Forrest should be
writing and singing songs.
to drive their truck, or do anything to get back into the business. The Peppers told him a

.

,.1'

Why start your day stuck In traffic? There's

a lot better than breathing exhaust fumes

no such thing as rush hour at an EVA .

twice a day?

wilderness camp. Our youth counselors

,

For more Information

live and work year-round In some of the
most beautiful,

talent like his driving a truck
was ridiculous. Forrest should
be writing and singing songs.
And now he is back, opening
for the Peppers.
The Stone Temple Pilots
followed Bicycle Thief's act.
Lead singer Scott Weiland sang
the band's classics while jumping and dancing and contorting
on top of the loudspeakers.
STP knows how to make a
crowd jump and jive. It was
standing room only on the floor
with people body surfing to get
closer to the stage.
The Pilots are making a
comeback after Weiland's long
use of heroin landed him first
in jail and then in rehab. Now,
the band is back and better than
ever. They wrapped up their
performance singing one of
their hardest-rocking
songs
"Sex Type Thing."
,
Weiland wailed into a megaphone while guitarist Dean
DeLeo's guitar fed back into its
speaker. It was enough to keep

the crowd revved for the Chili
Peppers.
The Peppers may be getting
closer to forty, but they do not
disappoint. They have integrated their fast-paced video
images with their sound, keeping people wondering how it all
relates. For instance- they play
their hit song "Californication"
against a backdrop of flashing
images such as dollar signs. It's
a complete spoof on America's
capitalistic society and the need
to buy products.
While the Peppers can
entertain a crowd and make yon '
think, on stage they kept a safe
distance from the audience.
They rarely talked to the
crowd, instead playing their hit
songs one after another. After
an hour of non-stop music, the
Peppers left the stage, leaving
people chanting for them to
come back for one more song.
The Chili Peppers did come
back for a grand finale, playing
a repetitious beat. The crowd
was in awe. Some fans gazed up
at the stage while others crowd
surfed .. People left spellbound"
afterwatching hypnotic images
of spirals and chaotic patterns
projected in the background,
. never missing the Peppers'
beat.

Only your dad wears new Levi's!
and to apply on-line,

park your mouse at www.eckerd.org.

natural settings In the
Or send resume to:

eastern United States. Hike the
Selection Speciallst/BHCF, P.O. Box 7450
Appalachian Trail. Canoe the Suwanee.
Clearwater, FL 33758-7450

Sleep under th~ stars. Develop personal
relationships. And help at-risk kids get

E-mail to:

back on the right path. Doesn't that sound

recruiting@eckerd.org

JUNKYARD JEANS
1725 BROADWAY

389·2094
Cash for used Levi 501'5

Visit our booth at the Career Fair on your campus October 18th.
EYAoffers you -
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Free room and board

•

Paid training

•
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Clothing allowance

(all majors encouraged to apply)

Excellent salary/benefits
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Alohas, Overalls, Cords, Bellbottoms
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EOE
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Nurse Betty's slick and soapy
Hitmen meet 10 10 land
by Brian Holler
the Arbiter

H.

ave you ever liked a movie
or a television show so
much that you obsessed on it?
I know you 'have, and I won't
tell if it's soap operas.
Imagine that you were watching your favorite soap opera,
right at a part where your
favorite actor is going through
a great struggle, and then you
witness a traumatic incident.
What- would happen to you?
Well, in the case of Nurse
Betty, you would blur the lines
between reality and television,
and think that your favorite
actor is actually your exfiancee. Sound interesting? It
gets much, much better.

"Nurse Betty" is a fascinating .movie starring
Renee
Zelleweger, Morgan Freeman,
Chris Rock and Greg Kinnear.
The acting is fabulous, the
story is provocative and funny,
and the scenarios that occur
keep you on your toes
throughout the whole movie.
Morgan Freeman .and Chris
Rock play hitmen, sent to take
care
of
Nurse
Betty's
(Zelleweger) husband. I won't
tell you what they do, but I
will tell you that their chemistry is superb together. Rock
playing the smart-ass, fired up,
young, eager pupil, and
Freeman playing the wise,
patient teacher. There arguments are hilarious and witty,
as is much of this movie.
One of my favorite points

Gn PAID TO THINK,

It's close to
perfection, but
Renee's
wardrobe
reaUygoton
my nerves
after a while.
of this movie is that they correctly show the overacting of
soap opera actors. Betty actually changes from her normal
way of speaking at the beginning of the movie, to a more
soap operaesque style. She
thinks she's in the soap, so she
acts accordingly. The scenes
in which the actual soap opera
plays are funny, yet accurate.

Kinnear and the various other
actors
on Nurse
Betty's
favorite soap, do a great job of
showing
the
difference
between film and daytime television acting.
There are many twists and
turns and weird moments in
this movie. I can truly say that
I have never seen a movie quite
like this one. In my opinion,
that makes it a great piece of
moviemaking. It is very difficult to make a truly unique
movie in today's land of a billion movies, but "Nurse Betty"
does so. That being said, I
give this movie 4.5 (out of a
possible 5) nurses' caps. It's
close to perfection, but Renee's
wardrobe really got on my
nerves after a while. Check it
out, you'll see.

G~TPAID TO CRITIQU~
G~T PAID TO ANAlYZE
G~T PAID TO WRln
lne AR~IITR il nowa((e~ling
a~~licanonl forwriting IJOlinonl.

No~rience necessa~.
WillTrain, CaII14~~1M,
or e-mail wolf@ooile5tale.com
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Prez debate as T.V. flops
Debate turns into infomercial hosted by Jim Lehrer
by John Threet
the Arbiter
astweek, PBS news professional Jim Lehrer lost conL
trol of the first presidential
debate early on.
After all that negotiation,
rancor, and media hype over 'the
tiny details of the debate, both
candidates ignored the rules
and Lehrer.
What a sham all the posing
over debate rules proved to be.
Clearly neither candidate had
any intention of following their
own rules-not at the debate
and not in their presidency.
Either could have insisted on
adhering to the letter of the
rules and neither did.
As television, it was entertaining to watch the twin candidates flaying away at each other.
They wore the same suit and
the same tie. The background
set was identical for both. And
if you took off your glasses

they even looked the same.
Lehrer asked pretty much
the same questions we have
heard ad nauseum from the
cookie cutter pack journalists.
Even the candidates' voices
sounded the same thanks to the
annoyingly terrible sound,
The sound was a pretty
amazing glitch for such an
important event. If my sound
engineer could not remove. the
reverb I might forgive them,
conditionally, but I would never
hire them again. .
A lot of the fault with the
crummy sound originated with
the crummy 'set design.
Imitating the set design of "Big
Brother," with a smoked-glass
wall of windows designed to
bring the attention of the viewer to the cameras by pretending
to hide the cameras. Tres cliche,
and oh-so-mainstream Tv.
So it was great good fortune
when Bush decided, to go into
attack mode and when Gore

'FREE! '
FRE-E!
FREE!

decided to answer questions
Lehrer did not have the wit to
ask.
Poor Jim definitely had an off
night. Every time he misspoke
or garbled a word he would
shoot a look at Bush. And
Lehrer ~bled more than I have
heard him do in the past .. years
combined. I actually wondered
at one point, "Is Lehrer faking a
swollen tongue and a bumbling
brain?"
It was irritatingly amusing to
hear Lehrer begin the debate by
gushing like a game show host
about the secret questions
known to him and him alone.
And the mundane questions
pulled from press releases were
fun to shout the candidates
answer to before the candidate
speaks. Sort of like Jeopardy! in
the category of press releases.
Equally irritating yet amusing, was Al Gore doing his
Ronald Reagan impression complete with bad make up, bad hair, .

and head bobs. And his sparring
a stiff Andy-of-Mayberry Bush
in his fancy city suit, who kept
insisting Texas was just as difficult to govern, and just as
important, as Mt. Pilot or
Raleigh was pure Tv.
Both candidates came across
as actors. Even with my limited
time behind the sticks of a television camera, I feel I can distinguish between good talentactors or naturals with stage
presence--and someone being
themselves. Both candidates
were just doing good talent
schtick-which is good since we
will be stuck with one of them
for a long time.
Thank goodness the candidates were only selling a vision
of the future. Otherwise I would
have ordered a useless appliance
which firms my thighs and saves
Social Security on my credit
card. With their excellent stage
presence, both convinced me
that neither was telling the

truth. Yet I felt an urgency to
act fast and to dial now before
this limited time offer expired
and I lost the opportunity for
the free gift-available to only
the first 50 million callers-e-of
free prescriptions for Grandma.
Pray to God the next debate
dispenses ,with the rules and
includes Ralph and/or Pat otherwise it will be another boring
infomercial.
John Threet is a Senior mass
communicationljournalism
major,
aformer television cameraman, and
presently Managing Editor of The
Arbiter.
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BSU Employees and Full-time Students
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees, unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge ATMs at all three office locations. Check out our website at

www.capedfcu.org and FREE Home Banking HI How can you beat FREE?
Call

208-377 -4600
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1-800-223-7283

or stop by today.

'7450Thunderbolt Dr., Boise 83709
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When Your
Heart
Has Been

anas:r~llM~!l:}p

-puttmgtlie pieces
.t..'

ack together, call the
BSU COUNSELING

CENTER

6th Floor Education Building
426-1601
FREE COUNSELINGI FREE WORKSHOPS!

mental overtones become a littie thick as they battle the
forces of evil corporations
(billed as an international gang
of terrorists) trying to export
the grain to America but they
quickly fall into the background
as Chan flips and kicks his way
into our hearts.
its premise seems. to' be built
Once they've.' stopped the
by Mark Holladay
somewhat on Jackie's first . evil CEO's there's an awesome
.
the Arbiter
directorial debut in 1978 The
fight scene where the brothers,
Young Master. In TYM Chan
along with the ladies of the
Drunken master
stumbles into a theater .plays Dragon, a martial arts town's whorehouse, kick the
student who is kicked out of his
crap out of thirty-six environnear you.
school when his brother turns
mentalists who tried re-directto a life of crime. There's lots of
ing grain shipments to starving
oung Chan Kwong Sang
third-world counties. This furAKA: Jackie Chan has a . other details (rent it, it's a classic) and of course Chan wins in
ther balances out the Captain
new kick ass movie out and it's
Planet refuse which almost over
the end.
beating down the competition.
In Drunken Master Chan's
infected the movie.
Five out of six people who've
character is kicked out of bars
I tell you, this move is
seen it claim they'll never think
because his brother Baijiu has a
enough to give you a wicked
of alcoholics as lovable town
really obnoxious demeanor plus . buzz you won't soon forget! As
drunks again .
he doesn't bathe. Chan has to
long as his movies are this good
The movie has all you'd
clean up his brother's act, parwe all look forward to Chan's
want for a great martial art
don the pun, before he' can
future release of Crack Master.
flick the only way JC can dish it
return to his life of gradual self
out. The fight scenes are
improvement through meditaWriter's note: The basis of
incredible, he does his own
tive martial artistic' freedom.
movies reviewed in Trailer Trash
stunts don't 'cha know, includBefore you get the wrong
are the actual movie trailers and
ing Chan running up yet anothidea I just want you to know
commercials, as well as the interer wall. The only draw back is
the whole movie is not about
views of stars in said movies as they
alcoholic consumption. There is
shamelessly promote themselves on
a whole sub plot involving his
televised talk shmas. No movies were
brothers' defense of grain proactually viewed in the production of
duction in the town's surroundTrailer Trash althaugh some are
ing provinces. The environharmed.
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The Top Ten

rejected cereal
box prizes.

F

by Mark Holladay
amused@t:ollegeclub.com

1C~)The razorblade in apple kit
9.) Miniature Kabloole Kaboom

Kommandos

with reeil TNT!
8.) Bags with the statement, ''This bag is not a

INFORMATION

MEETING

Tuesday, October 17th @ 7:00 pm
.Student Union Buildi~g, CaraldcRoom

800-933-2059

>Ask for Byron

toy."
7.) Arsenic chewable supplements
6.) Anarchist's coloring book
5.) The running with scissors activity collection
4.) Free membership card to Internet porn sites
3~)Hamster starter harness
2.) An Unreal Horrorscope
1.) An Arb/tertop ten list
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by Mark Holladay
Fruity Sweetened Corn Ptdf
his week I probably should
have written something
about how the Life's Doors
Hospice (54+6500) is seeking
volunteers to provide compassion and support to terminally
ill patients and their families in
light of last week's letter to the
-editor about me .
Silly Rabbit
Trix are for
kids!
.

T

Vitamin A:.
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Make your Halloween costume out of nothing more than
cereal boxes and bowls. Be
afraid of people with milk mustaches.

Protein:
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
A part 'of this complete
breakfast should include at least
50. minutes
of munching
muflins?
.

Folic Acid:
(Mar.21-Apr.19)
If it stays crunchy in milk
it's probably from the Devil.

Total Carbohydrate:
(Apr. 20-May 20)

Fiber:
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23)

The stars are still setting up
the experiment but they'll give
you a hint- it involves eggs.

The Egg Wave microwave
egg cooker is only $140.99 plus
$5.99 shipping and handling.
Don't put a bun in the oven~
cook eggs the lazy way. Act
now!

Niacin:
(May 21-June21)
Although people in other
countries have different cultural
based breakfasts nothing beats
breast milk!

VitaminC:
(June 22-July 22)
Put a smile on your facel
Stuff an orange slice in your
mouth and monkey through the
day.
.

Zinc
'(July23-Aug~22)

Just because your bathtub
turns milk chocolaty when you
get in doesn't mean you're cocadelicious.
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Applications for aJMiti~B~e
to the BSU,Sdlqc)I9f.,.;.,.
Social Work under9ra~~at.e;;
program arelijuitu~i).:.

Sodium:
(Oct. 24~Nov. 21)

October

1@.;J{~i1~~'
,-i;;'~"",:,d.~~

This week a spoon can be
more exciting if moved from
the kitchen to the bedroom.

Riboflavin:
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A toaster should NOT be
used for hamsters!

Calcium:
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Pop tarts are just the thing.
Don't leave your dreams,
you need! Attend
some unfulfilled or they will get
University parties this week·. soggy in your Karmic milk.
and pick some up.
For purposeful entertainment only ..

Saturated Fat
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

want to·b,~ni;;!t
social- worker?
;~~~:'-',:\
~~

Provides 12 Essdztial Vitamins &
Minerals

Helping Qthers was a family
. tradition for Amy Zaleska.
of MasSachusetts.

So

after getting her master's
degree. she signed up for a year of
service with AmerlCorps.

She moved across

the counby to coordinate

a hunger program In

California, where she developed new skills and decided
to pursue a career in nonprofit

management.

"My

project affected so many people." Amy says. "Now I
know that one person really can make a difference."

Visit Americorps:
at the 2000 Boi_ State University .Job Fair
October 18. 2000.
BSU Infonnation s,tsalon
October 19. 2000
Alexander Room. Student'UnIon
6.00 - 7.00 PM
Questions: Contact Thy Hua at enD)
273-0171 or E-mail: tthyhuaOcrul.gov

~_·-------Ame~iC-oJ:p.s:_Are you up to the challenge?
I'

!

1-800-942-2677

WWW.;1I11Pllcorps.orU/JPmiI19
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The Arbiter will s~on be

SLRMINOLTAX-935mm
Motor drive
35mm-70Inm lens
500nUniens
somm lens
8OIIlIIH!00Inm lens

providing an all new
service right here in our
classified ads section. A
forum
for
student
groups, campus clubs,
and BSU organizations
to share information on $500
upcoming events and , Mamiya ZE ssmm
activities. Just e-mail

'./

..i

arbiter_activities@arbitermail.com. Include your

28-8Omm

group or organization's
name, as well as the time,
date, and location of the
event or activity, and a
brief 'description'
(25
words or less).

$250

RUN FOR SENAlE!
Pick up an Election
Packet today!
"Packets will be available Oct
4th at the ASBSU office in
the SUB, and must be submitted by 5p.m. Oct' tsth,
Eam$231 Per month and
gain knowledge and
experience.
For more informationcall
~6-1440.
ASBSU provides

I>

FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS

somm lens

K-2,

Computer for sale. NEC
100 MHz Pentium, with
Windows
98
arid
Microsoft Works. $200
includes accessories and
manuel. Call -Suzanne at
658-9831 or 364-3080.
Moving to Russia sale; oak '
futon couch, pine futon bed,
lawn mower, Q bed, desk,
bookcase, pasta maker, porch
furniture,
washer/drier,
AirWa1ker,
Nordicf'lex
Gold, lawn chairs, rugs. email moonlzrd@aoloom or
phone 345-6792.
'

llUldlord problems
child CUB~
and
child lIIIPPOrt
collection and debt
problems
persoaal in:IU%Y and
1JwuraDce

warlllllln' .' CCIIIl8D8lltiClll
claimll
1m/erimlm1

call ASBSU for

lID

~AttoxD8YBl

~

. 'JcaID1

,1.eSIlIIlS aDd

s=:oecm

..Jor those who
have excellent verbal
skills and need a
flexible schedule ...

$8 plus
BONUS

Consumer 'Educators
·Dependable
·Energetic
-Outgoing
-Good team player
.EnJoyworking with people

376-4480
Come join the
RGIS
Inventory Team

Flexible schedule! $10
per hour
Send resume to:

Sports minded!
Looking for competitive
leaders who want to
achieve an above average
life-style. 672-9231
Help Wanted.
Licensed
child-care
provider. -Full-time ,.and
part-time positions available. Hugs, 367-9111.

1f~~
<,../'"

e

Come Play
Santa Claus This Season

Full-time and part time seasonal
positions available.
$8.5()'11.25 per hr. dependhig on position.
Can work into regular positions.
Come make extra cash to start
of next semesterl
"Contact student employment
426-1745

,or Boise Job Service"
334-6233

Fax: 775-923-8139

E-mail:
mcgee@promowerks,com
Or call: 818-831-4132 ext

$7.75/hr. to start, with
flexible hours &
advancement
opportunities. '
387-0904
9 AM to 5 PM, M-F

336

promowerks inc.
www.promowerks.com

Part-time receptionist/runner needed for brokerage firm. Call John or
Eric at 383-0100.

Gymnastics instructors
needed for children's
program
on campus.
Experience and enthusiasm a must. Call Suzie at
426-3867.

Students! Saffron and Cafe

We can work around your
nose ring & class schedulel

426-1440

with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/flllll1ly
law

Be a part of the most
innovative marketing
teams in the countryl
Sample and educate
consumers in need of
energy about Red Bull,
in a variety of locations.
Represent Red Bull
Energy Drink
Based out of the Boise
area

• Evening and
Weekend shifts
• Part time and full
time

MACRO

1997 VolkswagenGolf
$11,000,343-5359.

Product
Promotions

Bottega

PHONE SURVEYING
OR SALES
PLAY GAMES &
WIN DRAWINGS
IN THIS CASUAL, FUN
OFFICEI Excellent English
skills & phone voice.
Type 20 wpm. Commission
avail. Pick your own schedule
4-8 hours/day. 7am-10pm
Man.-Frl & Bam-3pm Sat.

PERSONNELPWS
378-8700

5900 ONVERLAND RD.
TRAINING HELD DAILY!

-rES

at the Grove Street
Placeseeking
motivated and talented
kitchen staff. We offer
highly competitive
wages, increased
earning potential,
anda strong team
environment.
pleasesend resumesto:
45,W,Main
Boise, Id83702.

T

Do You NEED A GREAT JOB?
spherlon currently has part-time package
handling! data entry positions available with one
of four major clients, an international parcel -,
delivery service. Qualified applicants will have a
solid employment history, are able to lift up to
70 lbs., and can perform basic data entry. Garden
City work site. M-F, 5:25pm-9pm. $8.301br.
Call 345-8367 for more information.
WE NEED GREAT EMPLOYEES.

sph~rlon
'
worl(orce archItects

"'r

r__

,
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No experience necessary ..
Immediate
openings,
$7/hr
to start, paid
training. Work with persons with developmental
disabilities
in
their
homes. Full and part
time available,' flexible
shifts, benefits package.
Call 888-1758 or apply in
person 'at 880 East
Franklin
Rd. #303,
Meridian, Idaho, 83642.

-

Marketing Internship
Part-time, $$, expenses'
paid, resume' builder. For
more information call
877-204-6228,
e-mail
jobs@ushousingl0l.net,
or apply online
at
www.housingl0l.net
Marketing Internship
Part-time, $$, expenses
paid, resume' builder. For
more information call
877-204-6228,
e-mail
jobs@ushousingl 0 l.net,
or apply online
at
www.housingl0l.net

I.

Looking for a place to
Jive? .
www.housingl0l.net.
Your move off campusl

DllBERT®
PERFORMANCE REVIEW

I

lASTL'f. WHAT
HA.VE 'fOU DONE
TO IMPROVE
THE MORALE
OF ,(OUR
E
CO-WORKERS?
~

I
I

Furnished 2 bedroom,
waterfront townhouse for
rent. On Green Belt, bike
to BSU and downtown.
Available
12/15,
$ 1600/month. 343-7456
For rent; 1 bedroom,
small apartment. All utilities paid except phone
and cable. $400 a month.
388-1720

'--
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I'LL SHOR l:'EN
THAT TO
"TEAM PlA 'fER"?

\.

~

Q: What's black, and
white, and red all ov~r~
A: A nun in a knife fight.

0 R·Ol!

14 Nest egg acct.
15 Timesaving oven
17 Half-pint
18 "Meet Me_
Louis"
19 Humongous
21 Freebies .
24, 100 centavos
25 "I cannot tell_"
26 Titular Wagnerian'
tenor
'80 Driver's doc.
.81 Veep under Coolidge
82 "But _._ on forever" .

83 Once
85 Reason to get glasses
86 Lummoxes
87 Domesticated
88 Rich coffee brew
40 They may cut corners
42 Way back when
48 Gates' firm
48 "_ Miserables"
49 Neighbor of old
Palestine
50 Pennsylvania port
51 Moon vehicle
52 Seurat's minutia
58 The O'Hara estate

I

1 DIDN'T GIVE
THEM THE BEATINGS
THE'f SO RICHl 'f
DESERVED,

.;;;;;=:::==11

Ie R 0 S SW
ACROSS
1 "West Side Story"
gang
5 Staminate
9 A welcome sight?
12.Landed
18 Do as you're told

fi

28

,

DOWN
1 Predicament
2 Harvarder's rival
8 Twitch
4 Bar
5 Does lawn work
6 Like _ out of Hell
7 Trotsky's real first
name

8 Huxley's "_._ in
Gaza"
9 Spy's message method
10 Snug as a bug in _
11 Watergate evidence
16 Switch positions
20 "_ was saying .. ."
21 Young whale
22 Hodge-podge
28 It's a small world
after all .
24 Quarry
26 Links statistics
27 Hole-making tool
28 Malaria symptom

29 Feudal superior :
81 Slandered
84 Jongg preceder
85 Hound variety
87 Seesaw quorum
88 Teens' mecca
89 Curved molding
40 Glaswegian, e.g.
41 Weaponry
44 "_
not choose to
run"
45 Man-mouse link
46 Evergreen
. 47 1778 jetsam
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We Bake, We Deliver!
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